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I. INTRODUCTION 
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The TEAC Tascam Series 80-8 Recorder/Reproducer 1s an 8 track 8 channel machine 

regardless of its small size and light weight, and is designed for recording studios 
and other similar applications. 

The front panel control layout i5 designed with emphasis on simplicity without sacrifice 

in ease of operation for a multi-track recorder. 

The record/reproduce amplifiers can 

card is provided for each channel. 

be adjustea from the front and a plug-in type PC 

Tape travel is controlled by a f~ll IC logic control system housed in the control unit 

above the record/reproduce amplifiers. 

The Series 80-8 can also be mounted on a standard 19" rack by uti1 izing the TEAC RM-88 

Rack Mounting Adaptor. 

The TEAC DX-8 dbx Unit is also available which can be installed into the Series 80-8 
to make one complete unit. Necessary connecting cables are included. 



2. SPECIFICATIONS 


TAPE WIDTH 
FORMAT 
REEL SIZE 
TAPE SPEED 
LINE INPUT 

LINE OUTPUT 

RECORD LEVEL CALIBRATION 

SPEED ACCURACY 
WOW AND· FLUTTER 

STARTING TIME 
FAST WIND TIME 
OVERALL FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE. SYNC 
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 

DISTORTION 
T. H . 0 . Overall 
CROSSTALK 
ERASURE 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
DIMENSIONS Overall 
WEIGHT 

1/2 inch 

8-track. a-channel 

10-1/2" maximum. NAB hub only 

15 ips 

-10 dB (0.3V)

Impedance: greater than 20K ohms. unbalanced 

-10 dB (0.3V)

Load impedance: greater than 10K ohms, unbalanced 

0 VU referenced to 3 dB above 185nWb/m of tape flux. 

adjustable 

~0.5% deviation from 15 ips 

0.04% RMS (NAB). weighted 

~0.06% peak (ANSI). weighted

Measured with flutter test tape 

Less than 0.5 second 

120 second for 2400 ft. of tape 


(40 Hz ~ 18 KHz, !3 dB 

65 dB weighted, 60 dB unweighted (22.4 Hz ~ 22.4 KHz).

referenced to 3% T.H.D. level (10 dB above 0 VU) 

at 400 Hz 

1% at 400 Hz. 0 VU 

3% at 10 dB above 0 VU 

Greater than 45 dB at 400 Hz 

Greater than 65 dB at 1 KHz. +10 VU reference .. :), 


' .:.:;;'
117 V, 60 Hz. 200 W 
17-1/2" (W) X 21" (H) X 12" (D) 
77 1bs. 

/ 
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3. OPENING THE PACKAGE 
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4. FUNCTION OF THE CONTROLS 
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1. 	 NAB hub adaptors 

These are permanently mounted on the reel turntables. 

In securing the 10-1/2" reel on the turntable, the three nicks in the reel center 

hole is matched with the three protrusions in the hub adaptor, the reel snugly 

pressed against the turntable face and the top knob of the hub adaptor rotated 


clockwise to firmly seat the reel .. 


2. 	 Tape tension arm 

3. 	 Impedance roller / 

4. 	 Index counter 

By switching ON the MEMORY button located on the control pa~e1 just below the 

counter, the tape will automatically stop from the rewind mode when all digits of 


the counter reach "zero." 


5. 	 Index counter reset bu t ton 

All digi ts of the tape counter wi 11 be reset to "zero" when the button on the right 


side of the counter is depressed. 


'-,-. 
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6. 	 Power switch 

Controls AC power to the tape transport and the electronics assembly . 

Press to energize and power ON will be indicated by illumination of the VU meter 

lamps and an OUTPUT SELECT lamp whose button has been depressed. Also, the PAUSE lamp 

will blink for 10 seconds after switch ON, indicating that all deck controls are 

inoperable until they are extingui:;hed. 

7. 	 Memory stop 

Tape will stop from rewind when the counter digits reach all "zero" by depressing 

(switch ON) this button . 
.• 

8. 	 Function select buttons and, 

9. 	 LED indicators 
. 

a) During the STOP mode, when any of the FUNCTION SELECT switch is depressed, the 

LED for the depressed channel will blink to indicate that this channel is in 

"record stand by." I f the PLAY and RECORD bu t tons are depressed, the mach ine wi 11 

immediately go into the record mode. 

When it goes to the record mode, the FUNCTION SELECT LED which was blinking will 

change to a continuous light to indicate that this channel is recording. 

b) 	 With all channels of FUNCTION SELECT set to "OUT" and the PLAY and RECORD buttons 

are depressed at the same time, the RECORD lamp will start blinking. 

Under this condition, when anyone or several FUNCTION SELECT buttons are de

pressed, those channels only will go into the RECORD mode (punch in) and return 

to "record standby" when these buttons are "OUT," and the RECORD lamp will start 

blinking again. 

10. OUTPUT SELECT buttons and, 

11. LED indicators 

a) When the INPUT button is depressed, the source monitor signal will be output to 

.LINE output for all channels. 

b) 	 When any one of the FUNCT JON SELECT is "I N," by depress i ng the NORM bu t ton th is 

"IN" channel source monitor ~ will be output to LINE output, and the tape 

signal reproduced by the record head will be output to the remaining LINE out

put jacks. 

c) 	 Tape signal picked up by the monitor head will be output to LINE out when the 

MONIT button is depressed. 

12. CUE 1 ever 

For fast search, manually apply a slight amount of pressure upwards. Do not use the 

latch position for fast search cueing - it is intended for pause or stop mode cue

ing only . 
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13. 	 Input level control 

For adjusting the source input level. ,,
14. 	 VU type averaging meters 

For visual reference of input/output signal levels. 

15. 	 LED peak overload indicators 

Complements VU meter by monitoring transient peaks. The trigger ;s factory calibra

ted at +10 VU, adjustable. 


16. 	 Transport controls 

Includes 6 micro swi~ch buttons which provide complete control over all modes of 

tape transport motion. Remote control does not disengage the front panel controls. 


17. Pinch roller 

.Applies proper pressure 	for the tape to be driven by the capstan. Engaged only in 

PLAY anti RECORD modes. 


18. 	 Capstan 
(

Drives the tape at a constant speed in PLAY and RECORD modes. Not engaged with the 


Pinch Roller during Fast Forward or Rewind, but rotation continues until electri 

cal power is turned off. 


19. Shut-off 	arm 
Removes electrical power from the transport section when the tape ends. 

20. 	 PAUSE lamp ----'. - ", 

~.~~~ 

This will blink for the first 10 se~onds or so after POWER switch on, and all 
controls will be inoperable until the lamp goes out. It will, of course, light up 
when in PAUSE. 

21. 	 RECORD lamp 

Will blink when in "record standby;" remain lit when in the RECORD mode . 

/ 

( 

"
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22. 	 AC power cord 

Male socket. Connect power cord here. 

23. 	 AC switched 

AC power supplied when the 80-8 is ON. Use no more than 300W. 

24. 	 Fuse holder 

Contains 3 amp fuse for overload protection. 

25. 	 GND connection 

For connecting a grounding wire between components, or to earth ground 

26. 	 Remote control socket 
/ 

For 	optional RC-170 Remote Control Unit. Needs no dummy plug when not 
L. OiL f2-L II r= 

27. 	 Input jacks 

Line inputs for recording are connected to these eight pin cord jacks. 

28. 	 Output jacks 

Line outputs. 

29 . 	dbx interface section 

Removal panel for direct integral dbx interface. 

NOTE: For use with the DX-8 unit only. 


7 
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5. MAINTENANCE 

5. 1 	 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
Troubles and breakdown in the recorder can be prevented by scheduled check and main
tenance. Periodically follow the check items below: 

a) Cleaning the heads and tape guides 
All heads and metal parts in the tape path must be cleaned after each 6 hours of 
operation or before starting a new session of recording. 
The TEAC TZ-261A Cleaning Fluid is recommended. 

b) 	 Cleaning the pinch roller 


Clean this at least. once after each full day of use. 

The TEAC TZ-261B Cleaning Fluid is recommended. 


c) Cleaning the capstan 

Clean this at the same time the head is cleaned. 

The TEAC TZ-261A Cleaning Fluid is recommended. 


d) 	 Demagnetizing of heads and tape guides 
All heads and tape guides should be demagnetized every morning or before starting a 
new session of recording. The TEAC E-1 Head Demagnetizer is recommended. 

1) After cleaning, turn machine OFF!!! 
2) Have all tapes at least 5 or 6 feet away when demagnetizing because the demagnet

izer's magnetic field will "erase them. 

3) 	 Slowly move the tip of the demagnetizer up and down in front of each head and 
slowly move it away (This is suggested because if you were to pull away quickly, 
remagnetizing of the head is possible). Like a turtle, demagnetize the second 
head and repeat the process, etc. 

After you repeat this process for all heads, move the demagnetizer an arms-length 
away, turn it off, and unplug it. 

e) Testing the brakes 

See Item 5. 2.2, b) Brake torque, page12. 


/
f) Testing the pinch roller pressure 


See Item 5.2.2, a) Pinch roller pressure, pagell. 


g) Testing the amplifier 

Thread a blank tape on the Model 80-8 and record a 1KHz. OVU signal . 


While the machine is in the record mode, set the OUTPUT SELECT to MONITOR and adjust 
the INPUT level knob for a OVU reading. On repeating the same process on each channel, 
the INPUT knobs should all be indicating "7" on the scale. 

8 




Rewind the above recording to the beginning, set the OUTPUT SELECT to NORM, and put 

the machine in the PLAY mode. The VU meters should all read OVU. 

r 
I 

Record a 20Hz through 20KHz signal 

VU meter to see that it is within 

and check the overall 

2dB. 

frequency response with the 

Disconnect any equipment plugged into the 

and reproduce it to check the SIN ratio . 

INPUT, record a length of no signal tape, 

If it is below spec, refer to Item 5.2.4, h), page 22. 

t. . -' 

/ 
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5.2 TESTING AND ADJUSTMENT 

5.2.1 Test equipment required 

Spring scale 	 0 '" 8 lbs (0 '" 4 kg) 

0'" 10 ozs (0 '" 300 g) 


Flutter meter Meguro Denpa Sokki Co., Model MK-668B (Japan), 

or - Mincorn Division, 3M Co., Model 8155 (U.S.A.) 


Audio oscillator 	 Hewlett Packard, Model 204C or equivalent 

Frequency counter 	 Range: 0", lMHZj sensitivity: O.lVrms; imp . : >lMn, <2SpF 

Band-pass filter 	 TEAC M-206A or t frequency analyzer 

AC voltmeter 	 Range: -80dB'" +40dB; imp.: >lMn, <25pF (example: HP400GL) 

Oscilloscope General purpose 

(
Test tapes TEAC YTT- 1144 (for reproduce alignment): 


Tape speed: 15 ips; reference flux;vity : 250nWb/m; 


equalization: IEC; time constant: ~ &35msec. 


or - MRL31J-129 (Magnetic Reference Lab.): 
All specs are identical with YTT-1144 except for the 
reference fluxivity which is 200nWb/m and thus its 

reproduce output level will be 2dB lower. 
For wow and flutter measurement: 

Standard Tape Lab., #62. 

Blank tape 	 Ampex 456 or Maxell UD-50 is recommended. 

/ 
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5.2.2 
d) 

Transport check and adjustment 
Pinch roller pressure 

Pinch roller pressure is supplied by the Pinch Roller Pressure Spring only and it 

is most important that the solenoid plunger be fully bottomed before taking pres

sure measurement. 

1) Block the automatic shut-off arm in the ON position. 

2) Attach a suitable spring scale to the pinch roller shaft with a short loop of twine. 
3) Put the deck in the PLAY mode, and positioning the scale as illustrated, slowly draw 

it in direction oppo'site the capstan until the pinch roller stops rotating. 
4) The spring scale should indicate 7 lbs., ±lO%. 

5) If the reading is~ff specification, loosen the 3 screws (Refer to Fig.A ) and re
position the plunger solenoid. As the pressure will greatly change with only a 

slight shift in position, reposition the solenoid in. small increments. 

The pressure will increase by moving the solenoid in the direction away from the 
capstan motor. 

After obtaining optimum pressure, securely tighten the 3 screws and make 

re-check of the pressure. 
CAPSTAN 

a final 

Solenoid-l imi t I 

PINCH R 

SPRING SCALE 

I 

/ 
1 

: ' 	
I 

I 
I 1 
I I 

Fig. A 	 ,'0'I 

' .... _1 Fig. 8 

6) 	 Adjust position of the solenoid-limit so that the gap between capstan shaft and 
pinch roller is approximately 7mm when solenoid is not actuated. Limit is adjust

ed by loosening the mounting screw (A), then sliding limit until proper gap is 

obtained. 

11 
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b) 	 Brake torque 
Brake torque is applied mechanically. Pressure is set by the variable spring force. 

~hile making these measurements and adjustments, be careful not to bend the brake 
bands. As brake torque will change with cleaning, brake drums and brake shoes should 

be cleaned only when absolutely necessary. If· cleaning is required, use TEAC cleaner 
TZ-261B. After cleaning, operate the machine for a month of normal operation before 
performing the procedures below. 

Brake adjustments are .made with NO power to the equipment. 

1) Place an empty 2" hub reel on the left reel table, and fasten one end of a 30" 

length of string~to the reel anchor. 

2) Wind several turns of string CCW around the hub and attach a suitable spring scale 
to the free end of the string . 

3) Take a reading only when the reel is in steady motion since the force required to 

overcome static friction will produce a false, excessively high initial reading. 
4) The reading should be 33.5 ~ 36.5 in-oz (2400 ~ 2600 g-cm). 

5) If adjustment is required, loosen the 2 screws shown and position the brake for 
optimum torque. 

6) The adjustment of the right brake is the same, with the exception that rotations 

are clockwise (wind string CLOCKWISE around reel hub). The torque should be 36.5 ~ 

39.5 in-oz (2650 ~ 2850 g-cm). 
NOTE: 	 The reason for the stronger brake torque than the left reel is to prevent tape 

slack at rewind stop_ . 

Fig. 0Fig. C 

······i j 

t t 
• •:ss 

" 

Formula for torgue calculation: 

T (in-oz/g-cm) = R x W Whereas 	 R Radius of hub (in/cm) 

W (oz/gm) 


" 
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c) 	Tape tension adjustment procedures 
Tape tension is determined indirectly by measuring the torque supplied by the supply 

and takeup motors. 

Fig. E 

.. : TAKEUP TORQUE (FWD).. : BACK TENSION (FWD) 

• : BACK TENSION (REV).. : TAKEUP TORQUE (REV) 

* Back tension adjustment procedures * 
1) Block the shut-off arm in the ON position. 
2) 	 Place an empty NAB reel on the left reel table. 

3) 	 Manually rotate the reel and wind several turns of ~wine around the hub. Attach 
spring scale to other end of the twine. 

4) 	 Place deck in the PLAY mode. 

5) Pull the scale away from the reel against the motor torque with a smooth, steady 
motion. 

6) Read the scale while it is in steady motion and multiply this value by the hub 
radius to obtain the torque. 

7) 	 Be sure the twine is not rubbing against the reel flange when taking measurements. 
8) 	 The specified torque is 12 in-oz (850 g-cm), ±20%. 
9) 	 If adjustment is required, adjust tap of power resistor R204, as required. Refer 

to "Tape tension resistors," page14 for details. 

* Takeup tension adjustment procedures * 
1) Place an empty NAB reel, with a spring scale attached to the hub by a length of 

twine, on the right reel table. 

2) Place deck in the PLAY mode. 
3) Allow the reel to slowly wind-in the scale. 

4) Follow the spring scale travel with enough force to allow a steady reading and 
/ 

multiply this value by the reel hub radius to calculate the torque. 
5) 	 The specified torque is 17 in-oz (1200 g-cm) , ±20%. 
6) 	 If adjustment is required, adjust tap of power resistor R203, as required. Refer 

to "Tape tension resistors," page14 for details. 

* Fast wind back tension adjustment procedures * 
1) Block the shut-off arm in the ON position. 
2) Place an empty NAB reel on the left reel table. 

( 
" \. I 
'-o.-Y 
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3) Attach one end of a length of twine to the hub, and wind several turns of it in 
direction of reel motor rotation when activated. 

4) Attach a spring scale to other end of the twine. 
5) Pull the scale to take up slack in the twine, and then place deck in the fast 

forward mode. 
6) Hold the scale stationary (so that it is not pulled in) and take the reading when 

scale balances with tension of pull. 
7) Torque is calculated by multiplying the reading with the hub radius. 
8) Specified torque is · between 0.7 and 1.0 in-oz (50 ~ 70 g-cm). 

9) If adjustment is required, adjust tap of power resistor R205, as required. Refer 
to "Tape tension ·~esistors," below, for details. 

This one-adjustment procedure completes back tension adjustments for both the rewind 
and fast forward modes. 

d) Tape tension resistors 

Tape tension is adjusted by sliding taps on the wirewound power resistors located 
above the supply reel motors, looking at the transport from the rear (See Fig. H, 
page 17). 

Fig. F 

R205 R204 R203 

( 


- Direction: Increase 

/ 

Resistor Adjustment for -

R203 
R204 

R205 

Takeup reel tension in PLAY mode. 
Supply reel back tension in PLAY mode. 
Back tension in fast winding mode. 

14 
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e) 	 Reel height 

Reel height adjustment is required only if a motor has been replaced or if tape rubs 

excessively against the reel flanges. 

Adjustment is accomplished by loosening the reel set screws and moving the reel table 


on the motor shaft as shown in Fig.G. 


Remove the wooden side board on the left or right of the deck for access to the Set 


Screw in the reel motor shaft. 


Reel table should be adjusted using standard NAB 10" reels. 


With a tape loaded on the machine. position the reel table height for smooth tape 


travel. Be sure to ti~hten the set screws after adjustment is made. 


Fig. G 

Set screws 

f) 	 Wow and flutter 

Wow and flutter measurements should be undertaken only after studying the following 

items and determining which method and standard will be employed. 

A) 	 Determine whether the Reproduce Method. or the Record/Reproduce Method. is to be 

employed for measurement. 

If the Reproduce Method is to be employed. a flutter test tape will be required. 

Recommended test tape: Standard Tape Lab., #62. or equivalent. 

In the Record/Reproduce Method, a 3KHz sine wave is recorded on a blank tape, 

rewound to beginning of the recording, and reproduced again for the measurement 

process. 

15 



NOTE: 

When reproducing the recorded signal at measurements by the Record/Reproduce Method, 

adopt the maximum wow and flutter value obtained by repeated play and stop modes of 
 )
operation which is necessary to be sure that wow and flutter content between record 

and reproduce will not be in phase to create a false reading. 


B) 	 Determine the Standard to be used. 
The wow and flutter meter is set to measure either the IEC or ANSI peak value, or 
the NAB rms value, whichever is determined. 

C) 	 Whether the peak value or the rms value is adopted, the wow and flutter meter must 
be calibrated for "weighted" measurements. 

0) 	 As the measured results will vary with respect to location on tape at which it was 
taken, at leas.t two points - at beg·inning and near the end of tape - should be 
selected for measurement. 

NOTE: 
Recommended Wow &Flutter Meters: 

1) Meguro Denpa Sokki Co., Model MK-668B (Japan) 
2) Mincom Div., 3M Co., Model 8100W (U.S.A.) ( 

There 	will .be slight differences in absolute value according to manufacturer . 

IEC/ru~SI (peak value) r~AB (rms value) 

Reproduce method ~0.06% 0.04% 

Record/reproduce method ~0.08% 0.06% 


g) 	 Tape speed 

Tape speed is measured by using Flutter Test Tape, which contain a highly accurate, 

continuous 3KHz tone. 


Connect a digital frequency counter to either OUTPUT. 

The indicated frequency should be 3KHz, ~0.5% for all speeds. 
/

If tape speed is greatly offset from the specification, check pinch roller pressure 

and takeup tension for correct values, and see that the tape path is clean. 


5. 2.3 	 Power supply check and adjustment 

Except for the power transformer and fuse holder, the 80-8 power supply components 
are all mounted behind the black aluminum rear panel (chassis). 

The rear panel (chassis) can be swung out and down for easy access to the inner compo
nents by removing four screws on both edges of the panel . 

'; ., 
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·~~n 
* Supply voltage check * 

1) 	 Connect a vol tmeter to No. 14 or 15 (plus side) and No. 11 or 12 (minus side) on 

the PCB wir}ng points. The voltage should not fluctuate beyond +27.5V and +30.5V 

when PLAY and STOP is quickly repeated. 

~hen the voltage is not within this range, the fault can be quickly located by 

comparing the actual voltage with those indicated in the power supply schematic. 

2) 	 Connect a vol tmeter to No. 21 (plus side) and No. 19 (minus side) of the PCB wir

ing pOints. The voltage should be within the range of +5.0V and +5.3V. If the 

reading is off spec, adjust R10l. 

It must be noted that this section of the supply has a current limiting circuit 

to prevent excess current flow cause by trouble in the load. R102 (22kn) is the 

trim pot for setting the maximum current and is generally set to limit at 2.SA. 

Therefore, it is usually unnecessary to touch the trim pot but if it must be re

adjusted, connect a voltmeter, ammeter and rheostat as shown in Fig. 

Fig. I 'al 

) Ad ' with R I 02
/," ~ Just5n 

,PCB 	 ,,In I ,, ,/ Vi , 

2Icr------.-----~ 

19Lr------+-------------~ 

A- 2.5A 

R 103 R I 02 

Fig. .J 

I , 
RI04 RIOI 
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3) 	 Connect a voltmeter to the PCB wiring points No. 30 (plus side) and No . 28 (minus 
side). The voltage reading should be between +23V and +25V. If it is off spec, 
adjust R103 (lOKn) . 

Trim pot R104 (4.7Kn) functions in the same way as R102 in the +5V . supply. 

If 	readjusting is necessary, set this for limiting at 1.6A. 

5.2.4 Record/reproduce amplifier check and adjustment 

Open the service door by removing the two set screws, one in each upper corner, of the 

front door. 

Checking and adjusting can be most efficiently expedited by successively continuing to 

the end each procedure in the order explained in the following . 

Fig. K 	 Fig. L 

(" 


a) 	 Setting of reproduce level 

1) Connect the AC voltmeter to the OUTPUT 1 pin jack on rear panel. 

2) Turn the machine ON and thread the test tape. 

3) Play the "operating level" portion (a voice on the tape identifies each section 

at the beginning). 

4) Switch the OUTPUT on the 80-8 to MONITOR. Then set output until the, AC voitmeter 

reads -lOdB (0 . 3V) by the trim pot marked MONIT LEVEL (R104, 10Kn). 

5) Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to NORMAL. Then set output until the meter reads -lOdB 

(0.3V) by the trim pot marked NORM LEVEL (R103, 10Kn). 

b) Meter calibration 
1) When the AC voltmeter reads -lOdB (0 . 3V), the front panel meter should read OVU. 

2) If it does not, then you must use the extender card (Part No. 6085 3030) to gain 

access to the proper control pot. 
3) 	 Carefully remove the Channell RECORD/REPRODUCE PC card from the mach ine. But do 

not unplug the cables that are attached to it. There is just enough wire on them 
to allow replacing the PC card and extender combination into the proper receptacle. 

NOTE: When removing or replacing card, TURN MACHINE OFF. 

18 
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Fig. M 

4) 	 Looking at the RECORD/REPRODUCE PC card from the component side and with the . edge 

connector to the right, the upper right corner R105 (22Kn) is the meter calibra
tion pot. 

5) 	 Adjust R105 to obtain a OVU reading on the Channell front panel VU meter when the 

AC voltmeter reads -lOdS (0.3V). 

6) 	 After finishing the above adjustment, remove the test tape from the 80-8, turn off 

the power, and disconnect the card extender. Return the Channel 1 electronics to 

its proper receptacle. 

7) 	 Turn the power on and rethread the test tape. Plug the AC voltmeter into OUTPUT 2 

pin jack. Play the "operating level" section of the test tape. Switch the OUTPUT 

SELECT to MONITOR, adjust trim pot R104 (lOKn) on the Channel 2 RECORD/REPRODUCE 

PC card so that the AC voltmeter reads -lOdS (0.3V). 

Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to NORMAL, adjust trim pot R103 (lOKn) on the Channel 2 

RECORD/REPRODUCE PC card so that the AC voltmeter reads -lOdS (0.3V). Now read the 

Channel 2 meter. 

It should read OVU. If not, you must repeat the previous procedure for adjusting 

the meter circuit (card extender, etc . ) . 

8) Adjust the remaining 6 channels in the same way. 
/ 

c) Reproduce frequency response 

1) Rethread the test tape after setting up the levels in all 8 channels. 

At checking and adjusting of the reproduce frequency response, itis more efficient 

to simultaneously check all 8 channels with the front panel VU meters instead of 

pluggging the AC voltmeter into the OUTPUT pin jacks one channel at a time. To be 

able to do so, the previous Meter Calibration must have been completed . 

2) 	 Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to NORMAL. Reproduce the phase, azimuth, and frequency 

response section of the test tape and check for a flat frequency response . If 

',,-, 
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necessary,adjust the trim pot marked NORM EQ, ~101 (6.8Kn). Trim the pot so that 

10KHz will be flat with the 1KHz referenc~ frequency. Then, see if the response 

is within ±2dS at 12.SKHz and 16KHz. 


3) Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to MONIT. Reproduce the same sections of the test tape 

and check the response. If adjus.tment is necessary, trim the pot marked MONIT EQ, 

R102 (6.8Kn) . 


It must be noted, however, that the MONITOR frequency respop.se will be slightly 

inferior than NORM. This is due to emphasis placed on NORM, and MONIT is provided 

consistently for bias adjusting and simultaneous record/reproduce monitoring. 


d) 	 Record calibration 
You can use the MONITOR head as a test instrument to check and adjust the record 
circuits. Almost all of the following steps involv~ recording a tone on a tape and 

reading the reproduce output of the recorder. 

NOTE: 	 Do not touch trim pots set during the previous reproduce adjusting procedures. 

* 	Input level calibration and overload indicator adjustment * 

1) 	 Segin the record adjustments with the INPUT MON LEVEL trim pot on the Record/re

produce amplifier card. 


Apply a 1KHz, -lOdS (0.3V) signal to INPUT 1. Rotate the front panel knob to the 

"2 	 o'clock" position and mark this with a grease pencil for later reference. 

Punch 	 the INPUT button of the front panel OUTPUT SELECT buttons. If the VU meter 
,.... does not read OVU, adjust the pot marked INPUT MONIT LEVEL, R 107, (22kn). 


2) Raise to OdS (lV) the 1KHz signal applied to INPUT 1. The overload indicator is 


functioning normally if the Channell LED is ignited. Should the LED ignite before 


reaching OdS or not ignite at this level, adjust R106 (22Kn) on the Record/repro

duce amplifier card . 


3) 	 Should it be necessary to adjut R106, the extender card must be used again. Refer 

to "Meter calibration" 2) and 3). 


4) 	 Looking at the RECORD/REPRODUCE PC card from the component side and with the edge 

connector to the right, R106 is the second pot from the upper right hand corner . 

This is adjusted so that the LED ignites when the INPUT 1 signal level is raised 

to OdS (lV). 


NOTE: 	 The LED will remain ignited although the level is lowered by about 1. SdS due 

to hysteresis but this is normal. 


5, 	 Check and adjust .the remaining 7 channels in the same way. 

.' 
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e) 	 Bias level 
1) Record a 10KHz test tone. 
2) Set OUTPUT SELECT to MONITOR. 
3) Adjust the front panel INPUT so that the VU meter indicates a conveniently read 

value. 
4) The trim pot to adjust is Rl12 (50Kn) marked BIAS LEVEL. 
5) It is first rotated fully CCW, then slowly rotated CWo 
6) The VU meter will slowly rise, reach the peak, then begin to fall again. The trim 

pot is set 3dB beyond and below this peak . 

7) Should the VU meter scale out during this procedure, retard the INPUT knob slightly . 
and repeat the abQve procedure. 

8) Repeat the same procedures on the remaining 7 channels. 

f) 	Record level 

The following adjustments are done only after the reproduce level is set and the bias 
level set to specification. 

l} 	Put the 80-8 in the record mode and record a 1KHz, -lOdS (0 . 3V) signa ·~. Set the 
front panel INPUT level knob to the 2 o'clock position (previously marked on the 

panel). 
2) Set the OUTPUT SELECT to MONITOR. 

3) Adjust the trim pot RllO (lOKn) marked REC LEVEL to obtain a OVU reading on the 


front panel VU meter. 
4) An AC voltmeter plugged into the record channel OUTPUT should indicate -lOdB. 
5) If not, trim pot R105 (22Kn) is out of adjustment and the meter must be recal i b

rated (Refer to Meter Calibration, page 18). 
6) Rewind the above recorded 1KHz signal to the beginning, set OUTPUT SELECT to NORM, 

reproduce the 1KHz signal and check for a OVU, !0.5VU reading on the VU meter . 

7) If it does not read OVU, readjust the reproduce level setting (Refer to 
"a) Setting of reproduce level," page 18). 

g) 	Record equalization 
" 
There are two trim pots for Record Equalization on the 80-8. One, marked REC EQ (R108, 

3.3Kn) is for shifting the high frequency peak, and the other, marked PEAK ADJ (R109, 

4700) is for raising or lowering the peak. 

1) Put the 80-8 in the record mode and record a 1KHz, OVU (-lOdB) signal. 
2) For a quick check, use the front panel VU meter but for critical adjustments plug 

an AC voltmeter into the OUTPUT pin jack . 
. 3) Set OUTPUT SELECT to MONITOR and monitor with the VU meter or the AC voltmeter. 

4) Then, raise the record frequency to 15KHz, OVU (-lOdB) and check the difference 
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from 1KHz. 

5) The difference should be within ±2dS. 

6) Should it be off spec, adjust R108. 
 )
7) 	 Adjust REC EQ, R108 for frequencies from 10KHz through 15KHz, and PEAK ADJ, R109 


for frequencies above 15KHz. 


NOTE: 	 Please be fully aware of the difference in range between NORM reproduce and 

MONITOR reproduce when checking the overall frequency response by the MONITOR 

mode or you may do the wrong adjustment. 


h) 	 Signal-to-noise ratio measurement 
Prior to measurement, demagnetize all heads and tape guides as described in Item 5.1, 
d), page 8. 

1) 	 Before signal-to-noise ratio measurement, be sure the Item 5.2.4 Record/reproduce 
amplifiers are checked out and if required, properly adjusted. 


2) Connect the AC vo l tmeter to OUTPUT 1 pin jack on rear panel. 

3) Record a certain legnth of OVU, 1KHz signal, then while still in the recording 


mode, unplug the oscillator to INPUT 1 pin' jack on rear panel and make another ( 
length of no-signal recording. 


4) Set OUTPUT SELECT to NORM. 

5) Rewind the recording made in Item 3) to beginning and reproduce it. 

6) Making sure the reproduce output of the previously recorded 1KHz, OVU signal is 


-lOdS, then raise sensitivity of the AC voltmeter and measure the level of the 

no-signal portion of the tape. 


7) With OVU as the reference level, the signal-to-noise ratio as measured by the AC 
 .:i.~ "... .~' ';)

voltmeter, should be larger than 48dB. 
,, ' 

8) If it is off spec: 
* 	Demagnetize the head. 
• 	Check erasure [Refer to Item 5.3.3, c)] 
'. 	 Check and compare measurements of other channels. If they stand up to 

spec, correct or repair the off spec channel Record/reproduce amplifier PCS. 

* 	Check for proper adJustment qf the bias trap. 

• Try 	another tape of same type No. 

. ..... 
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5.3 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 
5.3.1 Preliminary disassembly procedures 

a) 	 Power supply unit 

The power supply unit can be completely detached from the frame by first removing 
both side boards, removing the . four screws securing the power supply rear panel and 
tilting the panel outward, unplug the 34 pin connector on the left side, also un
plugging the 7 pin round inter-cable connector, and removing one screw on each side 
serving as the hinge. The power supply together with the rear panel can then be 
1ifted out. 

b) 	 Control unit 

To remove the control unit, the dress panel is first removed by taking off the two 
screws, one on each side, then removing the 4 screws, two on each side just under 
the previously removed two screws, then pulling the unit out and forward. To com
pletely pull out. the unit, the two blue colored card-edge connectors at the back 
side of the unit are unplugged. Then, cables with 3 pin and 4 pin connectors plug
ged into receptacles amidst the PC components are unplugged, another inter-cable 
connector on the right hand end of the PC is unplugged. For the next step, the 12 
pin REMOTE connector on the rear panel is pushed in after removing the two screws 
securing it, and lastly unsoldering the wires to the power switch. 

c) Record/reproduce amplifier assembly 
The record/reproduce amplifier front panel is tilted forward by removing one screw 
each on the left and right side of the panel, then removing the 6 screws securing 
the Pin Jack Board on the rear panel. The whole amplifier assembly can then be pull 
ed out from the front after removing four screws on each side of the frame, access
ible through holes in the frame. 

d) 	 Head assembly 
1) Tilt forward the record/reproduce amplifier front panel by removing one screw 

each on the left and right side of the panel. 
2) Unplug the 24 pin plugs inserted into jacks on the amplifier PC cards. 

3) Remove the top cover by taking off the 9 screws securing it. 
4) Fully tilt backward to a horizontal position by removing the 4 screws securing 

the power supply rear panel . 

5) Loosen the head cable clamp on the capstan assembly thrust plate and free the 
cable so that it can easily be pulled out. 

6) Remove the head housing by taking off the two screws securing it. 
7) Take off the 4 hex screws securing the head assembly base plate and carefully 

lift up the head assembly from the transport . 

.' - "'. " ~ 
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8) Pullout the pin plug cables two or three at a time through the transport panel 

hole. 


9) Each head can be ·removed from the assembly by unscrewing two hex screws for each 

head. from the bottom of the base plate. 


5.3.2 Disassembly and replacement of assemblies 
a) Capstan motor assembly (See page 36 ) 


1) Remove the 3 screws holding the capstan motor. 

2) Unsolder the 6 wires connecting the capstan motor. 

3) Remove the 4 screws holding the capstan motor. Watch for the Rubber Cushions . 

4) Loosen the 2 se; screws (hex head) in pulley and lift off pulley. 


NOTE: *Clean the drive belt with TZ-261B Cleaning Flu.id. and the motor pulley and capstan 

flywheel with TZ-261A Cleaning Fluid. 


*Be sure to note the wire color codes so that you can replace them correctly to 

their original connections. 


b) 	 Capstan assembly (See page 36 ) 
1 ) Unscrew capstan cover (front panel) . ( 
2) Remove 2 screws from rear bracket. allow bracket to drop toward floor of cabinet . 

3) Remove capstan belt. 
4) Loosen 2 screws in capstan assembly. 
5) Gently move capstan assembly up and down unti 1 it slides out of panel. 

c) 	 Reel motor assembly (See page 31 ) 
1) Disconnect the 4 motor wires from termina l s and release wire harness straps. 
2) Loosen 2 set screws (hex head) in Brake Drum and 2 in the Reel Turntable l:'. 

assembly. Lift off these parts. 

3) Remove 4 screws securing the Brake Assembly to the motor. Carefully lift off 


the Brake Retainer with its 2 wires still connected to the Brake Solenoid. 

4) Remove 4 screws securing Reel Motor to chassis through the front panel. 


NOTE: Reel motor assemblies are mirror images of each other; these assemblies are 

not interchangeable . 


d) 	 Tension arms. left and right (See pages 40 and 42) 

CAUTION: Do not over-tighten screws holding the right tension arm. Insulating 


spacer and micro-switch are easily broken by excess pressure. 

IMPORTANT: After reassembly. check clearance to ascertain that arm moves freely. 


t 
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5.3.3 Record/reproduce amplifier PC card adjustment 

a) 	 Bias trap adjustment 

Bias trap adjustment is not required other than at the following: 


* When the head is replaced 
* When the record/reproduce PC card is replaced 
* When there is increase in bias leakage 

Bias traps Ll. L2. and L3 are provided in each record/reproduce PC card. 

Ll and L2 (Reproduce) 

1) 	 Plug an AC voltmeter (preferably an oscilloscope also in parallel) to the OUTPUT 
pin jack on rear panel. 

2) 	 Carefully remove the Channell record/reproduce PC card from the 80-8 without 
unplugging the cables to it. install an extender card to it. and reinsert it into 
the proper connector. 

NOTE: When removing or replacing the PC card. TURN MACHINE OFF. 
3) 	 Lock the right tape tension arm so that the shut-off switch does not turn off the 

80-8. Punch 'in' the FUNCTION SELECT buttons for all channels and set OUTPUT 
SELECT to NORM. 

4J Turn ON the 80-8 and put in the record mode. 
5) Raise the AC. voltmeter sensitivity and check the bias leakage. It should be less 

than -40dB. 
6) If it is higher than permissible. adjust Ll for minimum leakage with a non-induc

tive screwdriver. 
7) Then. adjust L2. also for minimum leakage. 

L3 (Record) 

8) Connect the GND side of an AC voltmeter or oscilloscope to pin #4 (OV) of T3. and 

the HOT side to the junction between L3 and C32 (Refer to Fig. 8.8. page 95). 
9) Put the 80-8 in the record mode and adjust L3 for minimum leakage. 

b) 	 Inter-stage transformer tuning 
1) Sw;tch OFF the 80-8. 
2) Carefully remove the Channell record/reproduce PC card from the 80-8 without 

unplugging the the cables to it. install an extender card to it. and reinsert it 
into the proper connector. 

NOTE: When removing or replacing the PC card. TURN MACHINE OFF. 
3) Con~ect an AC voltmeter or oscilloscope to the terminals of J3 (erase head) and 

adju~t T2 for maximum output. 

c) 	 Erasure 
A 1KHz band pass filter or frequency analyzer is required for measuring erasure. 

'. , 
-~ 
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1) A test tone '(1KHz) is recorded. the tape rewound to beginning of this recording. 
the tape run through a second time in the record mode with the record INPUT 
ed. and the residual 1KHz component measured. 

short
/ 
i 

2) It is with;n spec if the ratio between the initially recorded 1KHz signal and the 
erased portion is more than 65dB. 

3) Should erasure be insufficient. slowly rotate CW the trim pot marked ERASE &BIAS 
LEVEL. R11l (lKn) until a ratio of 65dB is obtained. 

NOTE 1: Readjust the bias as bias current will also change with adjustment of the 
erase current. 

NOTE 2: The voltage at J3 (for erase head). measured on an oscilloscope (Imp.>lM • 
<25pF). f~r a 65dB erasure is 110V p-p. 

If sufficient erasure cannot be obtained although a higher voltage than 
this is applied. check the head face for accmulated tape oxide or improper 
tape travel and/or touch over the head face. 

l 
. . ". 
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6.1 
6. EXPLODED VIEWS AND PARTS LIST 

Preliminary disassembly 
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Title Pre 1 i mi nary Disassembly, TEAC Tascam Series 80-8 
/' 

) 
Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

01 Tape transport assembly (See p.29) 

02 Control unit assembly (See p.44) 

03 Rec/repro amplifier assembly (See p.46) 

04 Power supply unit (See p.48) 
(USA, CANADA) 
(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 

(JAPAN) 

05 Rear panel [Connector chassis] assembly (See p.50) 
II (USA, CANADA) 
II II (EUROPE) 

(AUSTRALIA) 
(UK) 

II (JAPAN) 
06 Cover, top 

07 Cover, bottom 
08 Board, side dress 

09 Washer 

10 Head assembly (See p.52) 

11 Head housing assembly (See p.52) 

28 

6070 0190 
6080 0260 
6085 2580 
6080 0290 

6080029010 
6080029020 

6080029000 
6085 2550 

6085255010 
6085255020 
6D85255030 

6085255040 

6085255000 
6038271200 6038 2711 

6038272100 6038 2720 
6038274300 6038 2740 

5027693100 5027 6931 

6013018000 6013 0180 
6013017000 6013 0170 

PARTS LIST 
Preliminary disassembly 
REV. 1 

( 
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6.2 Tape transport' assembly 

~~ 
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Title Tape Transport Assembly ) 
Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts tlo. 

01 Chassis, side, left 

02 " " right 

03 Foot, plastic mold, right 

04 If _ ,left 

05 Screw, stud, side board positioning 

06 Angle, rear co~er mount 

07 Grille, air vent 

08 Reel motor ass' y (See p. 31 ) , 

09 Panel, sub top 

10 Panel, dress 

11 Es~utcheon, counter 

12 Pinch roller ass'y (See p. 34) 
Collar, ball bearing 

Cap, pinch roller 

13 Impedance 'roller ass'y (See p. 38 ) 

14 Tension arm, right (See p. 40 ) 

15 Tension arm, left (See p. 42 ) 
16 Reel ' table ass'y 

17 Flywheel, impedance roller 

18 Cap, dust, capstan 

" 

30 

6010009001 6010 0040 
6010010001 6010 0050 
5533018000 '\15533 0180 

5533019000 5533 0190 
5581037000 5581 0370 
5023531200 5023 5312 

5532005200 6038 2730 
5600034000 6012 '0140 

6010272100 6010 2720 
6010273100 6010 2730 

5534025000 5534 0250 
6011022000 6011 0220 
6011266000 6011 2660 
5014218000 5014 2180 
6011036000 6011 0250 

6014056000 6014 0560 
6014057000 6014 0570 
5600035100 6012 0120 
5530506000 5530 5060 
6011263000 6011 2630 

PARTS LIST 
Tape transport ass'y
REV. 

( 
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10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Title Reel Motor Assembly Assembly No. 6012 0140 

Ref. No. Descri pt ion Order No. Parts No. 

01 Plate, base, reel motor 6010274200 6010 2741 
02 Motor, reel 7070228400 7070 2283 
03 Capac itor, t-1P (4 + 1) X 2, 250WV 5054580000 5054 5800 
04 Drum, brake, right 6012011000 6012 0110 

"left 6012231000 6012 2310 
06 Magnet 5015239200 5015 2392 
07 Oil seal 5012390000 5012 3900 
08 Plate, base, brake 5017360100 5017 3601 
09 Brake retainer 5555272000 5017 3481 

St~ndoff, brake 5017349000 5017 3490 
11 Felt , brake 5555274000 5554 1560 
12 Brake band ass'y, left 5017333300 5017 3332 ( 
13 right 5017339300 5017 3392 

14 Solenoid, brake 6047510000 6047 5100 

Bracket, reed switch 6014488000 6014 4880 

16 Cushion, rubber 71111 901 00 7111 1901 

17 PCB, reed switch 6050051000 6050 0510 

18 Switch, reed 5044720000 5044 7200 
. ~19 Bracket, resistor mount 6014483300 6014 4800 

, power transformer mount 6014691100 6014 4951 

21 Standoff, power transformer 6004 9420 
22 Plate, power transformer 6014 4960 

23 Washer, insulator 6014 4971 
24 Terminal strip, 2P . 50·43835000 5043 8350 

Spacer, threaded 6004904000 6004 8870 

26 Spacer, threaded , 6004904000 6004 9040 

27 PCB ass'y, fuse (See p. 55) (USA, CANADA) 6080030110 
(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 6080030120" " 

" " (JAPAN) 6080030100 

28 PCB ass'y, terminal (See p.56 ) 6080042000 6080 0420 

29 Support, motor 5016195000 5016 1950 

Bracket, lamp 6014590000 6014 5900 

31 " ,tape counter 6014589000 6014 5890 

32 PCB ass'y, lamp 6050322000 6050 3220 

33 Counter, tape 5058515000 5058 5150 

PARTS LIST 
(Reel motor ass'y 
\REV. 1 
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Ref. No. Description Order No . Parts No. 

34 Reel table .ss'y (w/o reel holder) 

35 Holder , reel 

36 Plate, reel holder mounting 

37 Bracket, top cover support 

~ Be1t,-1ape counter 

6012031000 
6012013001 
6012268000 
6014603000 
553401 HlGG 

6012 0310 
6012 0130 
6012 2610 
6014 6030 
5fiiJ4 OllO 

39 Tenninal, strip, 5P 6053016000 6053 0160 

.. 
R203, 204 Resistor, wi rewound , 50n, 30H 6040232000 6040 2190 

R205 200n, 30H 6040231000 6040 2200 

R206 80n, 10H 5181585000 6040 2260 

R207 · " 33n, 10H 5181584000 6040 2210 

·T201 Transfonner, power, 100/l17V (USA, CANADA, JAPAN) 6046077000 6046 0590 R-I'1-?~
jl'7,?O 

" 220/240V (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 6046078000 6046 0610 

PL201,202. Lamp, tape counter 6046810000 6046 8100 

PARTS LIST 
Reel motor ass'y 
REV. 
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6.4 Pinch rolleri lifter section 

BSAM3x6 
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I Tit1 e Pinch Roller/Lifter Section\. 
Ref . No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

" ." 

01 Shaft, pinch roll er ann 

02 Ann ass'y, pinch roller 

03 Spring, return 

04 Spring, pressure 

05 Rubber, cushion 

06 Limit stop, pinch... roller 

07 Solenoid, capstan 

08 Lifter ann ass'y, 

09 Shaft, lifter ann 

10 Spring, A 

11 Ann, cue 

12 Cue lifter ass'y 

13 Shaft, cue lifter ann 

14 Spring, cue lifter 

15 Plate, lifter, B 

16 Plate, roller ann rest 

17 ~inch roller ass'y 

18 Collar, ball bearing 

19 Cap, pinch roller 

35 


5014182100 5014 1821 

6011021000 6011 0210 
5524008000 5524 0080 

5520062100 5520 0620 
5027569000 5027 5690 

5014184200 5014 1842 

5163004000 5163 0040 

6014049100 6014 0490 

5015250100 5015 2502 

5022110000 5022 1100 

6014474000 6014 4740 

6014050100 6014 0500 

5544022000 5544 0221 

6004040000 6004 0400 

6014606000 5554 0610 

5014219000 5014 2190 

6011022000 6011 0220 

6011266000 6011 2660 

5014218000 5014 2180 

PARTS LIST 
Pinch roller/lifter section 
REV . 



6.5 Capstan motor assembly 

( 
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/ 
Title Capstan Motor Assembly 

.Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

01 ~Iotor, capstan 5070134100 5070 1341 

02 Plate, capstan motor 6011293100 6011 2730 

03 Cushion, rubber 50706211 00 5070 6211 

04 Spacer, rubber cus'h i on 5033279000 5033 2790 

Capacitor, MP, (2+0.8)uF/400V 5054565000 5054 5650 

06 

05 
Terminal strip,'l-lug 6053017000 6053 0170 

07 Pulley, motor, 60Hz 6011294000 6011 2720 
,50Hz/60Hz 6011290000 6011 2900 

08 Fan, motor cooling 5012398400 5012 3984 

09 Standoff, capstan motor 5012385000 5012 3860 

10 Bearing, capstan 5012021100 5012 0211 

11 Sha ft, caps tan 6011268000 6011 2680 
12 Oi 1 pad ring 5012390000 5012 3900 

13 Angle, thrust plate 5554058000 5554 0580 

14 Plate, thrust 5027723200 5027 7232 

15 Flywheel, capstan 5012380200 5012 3802 

16 Belt, capstan 5012383000 5012 5340 

17 Cap, dust, capstan 6011263000 6011 2630 

\ 18 Capstan ass'y 6011026000 6011 0260 
. :

19 Plate, arm rest 5014219000 5014 2190 

20 Clamp, cable harness 6014489000 6014 4890 

21 Wire, motor grounding 5047783000 5047 7830 

-' 

PARTS LIST 
Capstan motor ass'y 
REV. 1 

._ ....' 
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6.6 Impedance roller assembly 

_." ;.... ;~ 
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.. ! Ti tle Impedance .Roller Assembly Assembly No. 6011 0360 

Ref. No. Description 

Roller, impedance 

02 Bearing, ball (626VV) 

03 

01 

Bushing, bearing 

04 Bearing, ball (MF126ZZ) ~ (606ZZ) 

05 Collar, impedance roller 

06 Washer, spring fr:iction -+ Lubricated 6~ x 9.5 x 0.5t 

07 Nut, bushing mount 

08 F1ywh'ee1, impedance roller· 

• Not included in Assembly No. 6011036000 


.. ..,:.: 
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Order No. Parts No . 

6011020000 6011 0200 

5500216000 5500 2160 

6011364000 6011 2710 


6004669000 6004 6640 


de 1eted 5540 5070 


5785316000 5520 2000 

6011267000 6011 2690 

5530506000 5530 5060 


PARTS LIST 
Impedance roller ass'y
REV, _,_ 



6.7 Right tension arm 
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Title Right Tension Arm 


Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 


01 Arm, tension 6014088000 6014 0510 

02 Hook, tape 6014483100 6014 4830 


03 Guide, tape, right 6014482100 6014 4820 

04 Holder, arm, C 5530083100 5530 0831 

05 Drum, switch OFF 5018392100 5018 3821 


06 Spring, C 5520311000 5022 1122 


07 
 Limiter, tension 5018273000 5018 2730 


08 Switch, micro 5130001000 5130 0010 


09 Insulator, paper 5018393200 5018 3932 


10 Nut, M9, tension arm 5781859000 

11 Right tension arm assembly 6014056000 6014 0560 

12 Spark killer, 0.luF/300V 5054992000 


/ 
'. " j 

PARTS LIST 
Right tension arm 
REV. _1_ 
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6.8 Left tension · arm 
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Title Left Tension Ann 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

01 Ann, tens i on 6014088000 6014 0510 


02 Guide, tension ann 60144811 00 6014 4810 


03 Bushing, ann shaft, C 5530083100 5530 0831 


04 Limit stop, tension ann 6014052000 6014 0520 


05 Collar, rubber 5027699000 5027 6990 


06 Spring, tension arm 6004037000 6004 0370 


07 Nut, M-9, tension ann 5781859000 


08 Tension ann ass'y 6014057000 6014 0570 


PARTS LIST 
Left tension ann 
REV. 
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6.9 Control unit assembly 

( 


( 
"-
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Title Control Unit Assembly Assembly No. 6080 0260 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No . 

01 Chassis, control unit 6010006200 6010 0060 
02 Key board switch ass'y B 5044861100 5044 8611 
03 (deleted) 

04 Standoff, power switch 6004805000 6004 8050 
05 Button, power switch 6006019000 6006 0190 
06 (deleted) 

07 PCB ass'y, system control (See p. 58 ) 6080027000 6080 0270 
08 PCB ass'y, LED indicators (See p. 73 ) 6080031000 6080 0310 
09 Guide ass'y, cue linkage" CUE ass'y 5504511000 6014 0470 
10 Linkage ass'y, cue 6014 0480 
11 Shaft, linkage guide 5544033000 5544 0330 
12 Spring, cue linkage 6004039000 6004 0390 
13 Plate, pause lock 5550027000 5550 0270 
14 Spring, lock plate 5520016100 5520 0161 
15 Nut, speed, Ml.5 5781880200 
16 Lever, cue 5530515100 5530 5150 
17 Panel, control 6010269200 6010 2691 
lB Escutcheon, tape control 5530531000 5530 5310 
19 Lens, 1amp 5530526000 5530 5260 

20 Film, filter, red 5550727000 5550 7270 

21 Film, filter, green 5550728000 5550 7280 

22 Hook, cue lever 5530530000 5530 5300 

23 PCB ass'y, normal gate 6080 0550 

24 Cue lever ass'y 6014053000 6014 0530 

S201 Switch, power (USA, CANADA, JAPAN) , 6051416000 5044 4510 

(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 6051442000 

CR201 , Spark killer, 0.33uF+120n/250V (USA, JAPAN) 5052906000 5052 9050 
202 0.033uF+1200/250V (CANADA) 5052911000 

" 0.004uF/250V (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5267702500 

PARTS LIST 
Control unit ass'y 

REV. 
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6.10 Record/ reproduce . assembly. amp1 ifler 

'-. 

.J 
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Title Record/Reproduce Amplifier Ass'y Assembly No. 6085 2580 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

01 Chassis, amplifier 6037231100 6037 2310 

02 Guide, PCB 6045010000 6045 0100 

03 Connector board ass'y (See p. 74) 6085251000 6085 2520 

04 PCB, rec/repro amplifier ass'y (See p. 75) 6085253000 6085 2530 

05 Panel, amplifier 6036164300 6036 1640 

06 Escutcheon, meter· 6014492100 6014 4920 

07 (deleted) 

08 Knob, line-in control, B-20B . 5025375100 5025 3750 

09 Hinge 6014600000 6014 4970 

10 Plate, hinge 6014490100 6014 4900 

11 .(de1eted) 

12 Cushion, meter 6014484100 6014 4840 

13 Chassis, meter 6037233300 6037 3441 

14 PCB, peak indicator (See p. 82) 6085254000 6085 2540 

15 Cushion, lamp 5083424000 \/5083 4240 

16 Plate, sliding '~014594200 6014 5940 

17 Spacer (A) 6014595000 6014 5950 

18 Spacer (B) 6014596000 6014 5960 

19 Bar, PCB locking 6014601100 6014 6010 

20 Harness cable, meter circuit 6049585100 6049 5850 

21 peak indicator 6049107000 6049 2340-01 

22 mother board 6049 2340-00 

R101~108 Potentiometer, rotary, 10Kn, taper A 6042005000 6042 0050 

Mh8 r-1eter, VU 6055021000 6055 0210 

J1~ Connector, PCB, M44-18-10-139M 6052173000 6052 1730 

J10 " ,PHC6-15S-2.5E 6052163000 6052 1630 

J12 7P, S-1 7302 6052168000 6052 1680 

J 9 Receptacle (3 pin), 48-0008, 6052 1720 

PARTS LIST 
Rec/repro 
REV. 

amp. ass'y 
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6.11 Power supply unit 
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Title Power Supply Unit Assembly flo. 6080 0290 

Ref . No. Description Order No . Parts No. 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

Chassis, power supply 

Standoff, PCB 

Bracket, connector 

Handle, connector 

PCB ass 'y, power supply and reel motor control 
(See p. 83) (USA, CANADA) 

" 
Insulating cover, transistor 

(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 
(JAPAN) 

6037234300 

6004887000 

6014494000 
5028749000 

6080028110 
6080028120 

6080028100 

6053015000 

6037 2340 

6004 8870 

6014 4940 
5028 7490 

6080 0280 

6053 0150 

Q20 1. 202 

Q203 

Transistor, 

, 

250-111 

250-234 

(V) 

(0) 
5145065000 

5145064000 

6048 0700 

6048 0680 

R201, 202 Resistor, wirewound, 1 ohm, 15H 6040235000 6040 2180 

J204 

P204 

Connector, multi, 

, 

34P receptacle, male, Hirose P-1334 

34P plug, female, Hirose 5-1334 

5043639000 

5043820000 

5043 6390 

5043 8200 

/ 

PARTS LIST 

Power supply unit _ 

REV. . 


. - ' -._ 0 
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6.12 Rear pane 1 assembly 

( 
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, ; 

Ti tl e Rear Panel Assembly Assembly No . 6085 2550 


Ref. No. Description . Order No. Parts No. 

01 Panel, rear 
02 Grorrmet, AC power cord (USA, CANADA) 

" (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 
(JAPAN) 

03 Cord, AC power cord (USA, CANADA) 
" (EUROPE) 
" (AUSTRALIA) 
" (UK) 

" (JAPAN) 
04 Cl amp, AC powe r co rd 

05 Terminal strip, 2P 
06 . Terminal, grounding 


07 Plate, hole cover (USA, CANADA) 

(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 

08 Pin jack strip, 16 jack 

09 Bracket, receptacle mount 

F201 Holder, fuse (USA, CANADA) 

" (JAPAN) 
... J207 Receptacle, 12P 


J209 Outlet, AC 


, 
',--,-". 
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6037230300 


5192067000 

5534663000 

6045029000 

5128061000 

5128089000 

5128090000 

5128031000 

5128034000 


5043835000 

5045407100 


6014092000 

6037340000 

6052174000 


5041228000 

5092450000 


6052008000 


6037 2300 

5032 3011 


6049 0960 

6037 2200 

5043 8350 

5045 4071 

6014 4850 


6052 1740 

6014 4910 


5041 2280 


5043 8410 

6052 0080 

PARTS LIST 
Rear panel ass'y 
REV. 
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OUS1ng assembly6.13 Head assembly/head h . 

j 
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------

Title Head Assembly Assembly No. 6013 0180 
Head Housing Assembly (Ref. No. 22 ~ 28) " "6013 0170 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

01 Plate, housing base 6013238100 6013 2380 

02 Shaft, tape guide 6013240100 6013 2400 

03 Spring, tape guide . 6004036100 6004 0360 

04 Tape guide 6013239100 6013 2390 

05 Shaft, scrape fl~tter roller 6013242000 6013 2420 

06 Roller, scrape flutter 6013273100 6013 2410 

07 Bearing, .ball (LF-740ZZ) 6004665000 6004 6650 

08 Cap, scrape flutter roller 6013241000 6013 2410 

09 Base, magnetic shield 6013246000 6013 2460 

10 Plate, magnetic shield 6013247000 6013 2470 

11 Shaft, ma9netic shield 6013250000 6013 2500 

12 Lever, magnetic shield 6013269000 6013 2690 

13 Pin, lock, magnetic shield 6013251000 6013 2510 

14 Spring, lock pin 6004038000 6004 0380 
/

15 Plate, spring retaining 6013253000 6013 2530 

16 Head, 8 track erase 5378300300 5064 0820 

17 Head, 8 track rec/repro. 5378300500 5064 OSlO 

18 Bracket, PCB mount 6013237000 6013 2370 

19 PCB, head wiring 6050269100 6050 2691 

20 Spacer, tubular 6004808000 6004 8080 

21 Cable ass'y, pin plug 6049108300 6049 1080 

22 Hous i ng A, head 6013245000 6013 2450 

23 Housing B, head 5533002100 5533 0020 

24 Shaft, head housing 6013252000 6013 2520 

25 Pin, lock, head housing 5534012000 5534 0120 

26 Spring, lock pin 5520226100 5520 2260 

27 Cushion, rubber 5530539000 5530 5390 

28 Plate, hole cover 5555215100 6013 2440 

29 Plate, TEAC name 6007124000 6007 1240 

30 Screw, hex head, M4X6 5781714006 5021 7190 

31 " , M3X6 + M3X8 5781713008 5021 7160 

PARTS LIST 
Head ass'y 
Head housing ass'y 
REV. 1 
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....Ref. No. . Description Order No • Parts No. ) 
-

32 Scrape flutter roller assembly 6013024000 6013 0240 


33 Tape guide assembly 6013 0200 

34 Shield cover assembly 6013 0210 


PARTS LIST 
Head ass'y 
Head housing ass'y 
REV. _1_ 
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7. 	PC CARDS AND PARTS LIST 

7. 1 Fuse PCB assembly.( 

-
:5§=; , 
. "" . 
~: 
o 
!D 

Ti t1e Fuse PCB Assembly 	 Assembly No. 6080 0300 

Ref. No. Description 	 Order No. Parts No. 

PCB, fuse holder 6050509000 6050 3110 

F1 , 5, 7 Fuse, slow blow, 2.5A (USA, CANADA) 5142146000 6046 9010-03 

(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5142190000 
\I \I (JAPAN) 	 5142237000 , 
\IF2, 3 1A (USA, CANADA) 5142138000 6046 901 0-01 

" (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5041140000 
\I (JAPAN) 5142235000 

F4,8 \I 0.5A (USA, CANADA) 5142133000 6046 9010-00 

" (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5041138000 

(JAPAN) 5142234000 

F6 4A (USA, CANADA) 5142150000 6046 9010-04 

" " (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5142192000 6052 9020 

" (JAPAN) 5142242000 

Fuse 	holder, S-N5054 (USA, CANADA, JAPAN) 5041237000 

" (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5142087000 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Fuse PCB Assembly
REV. 
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7.2 Terminal PCB assembly 

~-':~ , 
. · f 

.!. ." " 

{' .: ,.::.J 
. ~ 

' Title Tenni na 1 PCB assembly Assembly No. 6080 0420 ~:=~ 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

PCB, termi na 1 assembly 6050312100 6050 3121 

C h4 Capacitor, ceramic, 500V, O.OluF 5054223000 5054 2230 


Wire, tenninal PCB 6049121000 6049 1210 


, 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Tennina1 PCB as;emp1y ~ 
REV. 
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up to Serial No. 808097l} 
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This list applies to Model 80-8's with 
serial number up to 8080971. 

Title System Control PCB Assembly Assembly No. 6080 0270 

Ref. No. Descri pt i on Parts No. 

PCB, System control 6050 2812 
Switch, push, 3 button 6051 0650 

, 9 button 6051 0640 

Socket, IC (14P), .A-4497-14 6052 1790 

IC (16P), A-4497-16 6052 1800 

IC ]-\.3 Integrated circuit, SN7400N 6048 9000 

IC 4 SN7404N 6048 9040 

IC 5, 6 SN7400N 6048 9000 

IC 7 SN7404N 6048 9040 

IC 8 , SN7400N 6048 9000 

IC 9, 10 , SN7408N 6048 9080 

ICll SN7404N 6048 9040 

IC12, 13 SN74l0N 6048 9100 

IC14 Sll7400N 6048 9000 

IC15 SN7420N 6048 911 0 

IC16 SN7400N 6048 9000 

IC17 SN74122N 6048 9140 

IC18 SN7410N 6048 9100 

IC19 SN74123N 6048 9150 

IC20 SN7400N 6048 9000 

IC21 , 22 SN7404N 6048 9040 

IC23'''2 6 SN7400N 6048 9000 

o 1"-16 Transistor, 2SC1312Y-G 6048 0450 

017, 18 2SC1211D 6048 0080 

019"'-22 2SB524D 6048 0490 

023"-32 2SC13l2Y-G 6048 0450 

D ]-\.30 Diode, lS953 5042 2720 

D3]-\.38 1N4002 6048 3270 

D39"-44 lS953 5042 2720 

L 1 Transfonner, oscillator 6046 6070 

J202 Connector (20P), PCN6-20-PA-2 . 5DS ·6052 1650 

J203 (15P), PCN6-15-PA-2 . 5DS 6052 1640 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB ass'y 
REV. 
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--" Ref. No. Description Parts No. ,,- ) 

J205 Connector, PC mtg., 4 pin male, 48-0009 6052 1700 
J211 " " , 3 " " 48-0008 6052 1720 

R 1"-4 Resistor, carbon, lKn 
R 5 " , 220n 
R 6 " " , 330n 
R 7"-18 " , 1Kn 
R19 , 22Kn 
R20 , 150Kn 
R21 " , 4.7Kn 
R22"-26 " " lKn 
R27 " 4.7Kn 
R28, 29 180n " fR30 " , 1Kn 
R31 " 100Kn 
R32 , , 220Kn 
R33, 34 " , 47Kn 
R35"-46 . " 180n 
R47 " , 1Kn 
R48, 49 220Kn .... 
R50 " lKn . 
R51 , 33Kn 
R52 180n 
R53 1.2Kn 
R54 10Kn 
R55 330n, 1/2JJ4, :t5% 
R56 ,1.2Kn 
R57 10Kn 
R58 , 330n, 1/2W, :t5% 
R59 " , 47 Kn 
R60 " " , 120Kn 
R61 " , 33n 
R62 " , 1. 2Kn 
R63 , 2.2K.n 
R64 " , 4.7Kn 
R65 ,180Kn 

A11 res i s tors ~W, :t5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB ass'y
REV. 
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'-, Ref. No. Description Parts No. 

R66 Resistor, carbon, 47DKn 
R67, 68 " 2.2Kn 
R69 4.7Kn 
R7D " " , 68Kn 

R71 " 33n 

R72 " 680Kn 
R73, 74 " 2.2Kn 

R75 " 
"4.7Kn 

R76 " 220Kn 

R77 " 470Kn 

R78 3.9Kn 

R79 " 2.2Kn 

R80 4.7K1l 

R81 lOKn 

R82 lOOKll 

R83"-85 lOKn 

R86, 87 lOOKll 

R88 33n 

R89 lOn 

R90 8.2K1l 

R9l " 12Kn 

R92 390n 

R93 lKn 

R94 " " 68n 

R95 47 KIl 

R96 " 68n 

R9h99 180n 

R100 " 4.7K1l 

R10l " lOon 

R102 " 4.7Kn 

R103 " lOon 

R104 4.7K1l 

R105 lOon 

R1OfrvlO8 " 1Kn 

R10~113 " " lOon 

All resistors ~W, ±5% unless 

" 

otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB dSS'y 
REV. 
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II 

Ref. No. Description Parts No. ,,- :) 

R1l4 Res istor, carbon, 18Kfl 
II IIR1l5 , 100Kn 
II IIR1l6 lKn 

R1l7, 118 220Kn 
R119 lKn 

II IIR120 18Kn 
IIR121 100Kn 
IIR122 18Kn 

R123 100Kfl 
IIR124, 125 . , . 180n 

R126, 127 33Kn 
R128 18Kn 

IIR129 lOOKn 
/

IR130 18Kn 
R131 , 100Kn 
R132 18Kn 

IIR133 100Kfl 
IIR134 , 18Kn 
IIR135 100Kn 

II IIR136 18Kn ."" 
IIR137 lOOKn ...." 

R138 180n 
IIR139 lOOn 

R140 180n 
R141 , loon 
R142 180n 
R143 loon 
R144 180n ,

IIR145 , loon 
IIR146 " , 180n 

IIR147 loon 
R148 " , 180n 

IIR149 loon 
R150 " 180n 
R151 " " , loon 

All resistors ~W , :!:5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB ass'y
REV. 
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Ref. No. Description 	 Parts No. 

R152 Resistor, carbon, 180n 

R153 " , lOOn 

R154 " , 220Kn 

R155 " , 11m 

R156 " , . 220Kn 

C h4 Capacitor, dipp~d Tantalum, 25V, luF 6043 1700 

C 5 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF 6044 5370 

C 6·, 7 dipped Tantalum, 25V, luF 6043 1700 

C 8, 9 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF 6044 5370 

C10 electrolytic. 10V, 47uF 6043 0180 

Cll, 12 Mylar, 50V, 0.022uF 6044 5390 

C13 , dipped Tantalum, 10V, 4.7uF 6043 1900 

C14"'25 Mylar, 50V, 0.0068uF 6044 5210 

C26, 27 dipped Tantalum, 16V, 2.2uF 6043 1710 

C28 , 6.3V, 47uF 6043 1920 

C29 , Mylar, 50V, 0.022uF 6044 5390 

C30 dipped Tantal um, 10V, 10uF 6043 1750 

C31 , 16V, 2.2uF 6043 1710 

C32 " , lOV, 33uF 6043 1740 

C33 Mylar, 50V, O.047uF 6044 5410 
II II 6044 5370C34, 35 O.OluF 

6044 5410O.047uF 
6044 5370 

C36 
C37 " O.OluF 

6044 5400C38 O.033uF 
5055 4570C39 electrolytic. 10V, 100uF 
5055 458050V. 47uF 

C41 " , ceramic, 50V, O.OluF 
/ 	

6044 0050 
5055 4200 

C40 

C42 electrolytic, 16V, 100uF 
6044 0050C43, 44 cerami c, 50V, O.OluF 
5055 4200C45 electrolytic, 16V, 100uF 

6044 0050
C4&v48 cerami c, 50V, O.OluF 

C4C}\.51 dipped Tantalum, 10V, 3.3uF 6043 1970 

, 16V, 2.2uF 6043 1710C52, 53 

6044 5390
C54, 55 Mylar, 50V, 0.022uF 

All resistors tW, !5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB ass'y
REV. 
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Ref. No. Description Parts No. "",\
( ~/ 

C56 Capacitor, dipped Tantalum, 10V, 10uF 6043 1750 

C57 " " , 22uF , 60431910 

C58 , electrolytic, 16V,lOOuF 5055 4200 

C5~63 " , ceramic, 50V, O.OluF 6044 0050 


t 

( 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
System control PCB ass 'y 
REV. 
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This list applies to Model 80-8's with 
serial No. 8080972 and later. 

Title System Control PCB Assembly 	 Assembly No. 6080 0270 

Ref. No. Description 	 Order No. Parts No. 

PCB, system control 

Switch, push, 3 button, 
II , 9 button, 

Socket, 	 IC (14P}, A-4497-14, .. A-3406-14. 

IC (16P). A-4497-16, "A-3406-16. 

Ul - .Integrated circuit, SN7414N .. HD7414P 

U2, 3 " , SN7400N .. HD7400P 
U4 " SN7402N .. HD7402P 

U5 " " , SN7408N .. HD7408P 

U6 " SN74122N .. SN74122N 

U7 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U8, 9 SN7404N .. HD7404P 

U10, 11 SN7408N .. HD7408P 

U12 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U13 SN7410N .. HD7410P 

U14 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U15 SN7410N .. HD7410P 

U16 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U17 SN7414N .. HD7414P 

U18, 19 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U20 SN7410N "HD7410P 

U21 , SN7410N .. HD7410P 

U22, 23 , SN74123N .. HD74123P 

U24 " , SN7404N .. HD7404P 

U25, 26 SN7400N .. HD7400P 

U27 " SN7404N .. HD7404P 

U28, 29 " SN7451N .. HD7451P 

Qh4 Transistor, 2SC711A-F 

Q5, 6 " 2SC1211-D 

Q7 2SC1312Y-G 
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6050433500 6050 4334 


6051065200 6051 0652 


6051064100 6051 0641 


5332010100 6052 1790 


5332010200 6052 1800 


5220010400 6048 9190 

5147056000 6048 9000 


5147057000 6048 9020 

5220010200 6048 9080 

5042727000 6048 9140 

5147056000 . 6048 9000 


5220010100 6048 9040 

5220010200 6048 9080 


5147056000 6048 9000 

5220010300 6048 9100 

5147056000 6048 9000 

5220010300 6048 9100 


5147056000 6048 9000 


5220010400 6048 9190 


5147056000 6048 9000 


5220010300 6048 9100 


5147056000 6048 9100 


5220010900 6048 9150 


5220010100 6048 9040 

5147056000 6048 9000 


5220010100 6048 9040 

5220010700 6048 9300 


5145069000 6048 0850 

5145070000 6048 0080 

5145071000 . 6048 0450 


PARTS LIST 
System control PCB assembly 
REV. 



Ref. No. ,Oescri pt i on 	 Order No. Parts No. ) 

Q8 Transistor, 2SC711A-F 5145069000 6048 0850 
Q9 " 2SC1312Y-G 5145071000 6048 0450 
Ql0, 11 2SC7llA-F 5145069000 6048 0850 
Q12, 13 " 2SC1312Y-G 5145071000 6048 0450 
Q14 " 2SB434-0 5145063000 6048 0720 
Q15 " 2S~524-0 5145068000 6048 0490 
Q16 " 2SB434-0 5145063000 6048 0720 
Q17 2SB524-0 5145068000 6048 0490 
Qlfh.29 " 2SC7llA-F 5145069000 6048 0850 

Oh13 Diode, lS953 	 5042272000 5042 2720 
014'\,21 " lN4002 	 5042290000 6048 3270 
022"'29 " lS953 	 5042272000 5042 2720 

( 
Ll Transformer, oscillator 	 6046607000 6046 6070 
Jl Connector,' Mini-Konektcon, 5045A-04 	 5122128000 6052 2260-04 
J2 , 5045A-08 5122132000 6052 2260-08 
J202 (20P), PCN6-20-PA-2.50S, Hirose 6052165000 6052 1650 
J203 (15P), PCN6-15-PA-2.50S, 6052164000 6052 1640 
J205 PC mtg., 4 pin male, 48-0009, SMK 6052170000 6052 1700 

IIJ211 	 " 3 pin male, 48-0008. 6052172000 6052 1720 
, 

": 

" 

~. 

Rh8 Resistor, carbon, lKn 5240168200 
R9 " , 4.7Kn 5240169800 

IIRl0 120Kn 	 5240173200 
IIR11 150Kn 	 5240173400 
IIR12 4. 7Kn 	 5240169800 

R13, 14 	 II 180n / 5240166400 
II IIR15 ,33m 5240171800 

Rlfr\.27 1800II 

5240166400 
R28 10n" 	 5240163400 

II IIR29 , 180n 5240166400 
R30, 31 68nII 	 5240165400 

IIR32 47Kn 5240172200 
R33 II 	 1m 5240168200 

All resistors 	£W, !5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST 
System control PCB ass~bly 
REV. \ ........ 
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7.4 LED indicator PCB assembly 

Title LED Indicator PCB Assembly Assembly No. 6085 0310 

Ref. No . Description Order No. Parts No. 

PCB. LED indicator 6050283000 6050 2830 

D hll LED, red , GD-4-203-SRD 5042511000 5042 5110 


Harness, indicator lead 6049160000 6049 1220 


PARTS LIST. PC CARD 
LED indicator PCB assembly 
REV. 

, : 
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7.5 Connector board PCB assembly 

) 
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Title Connector Board PCB Assembly 	 Assembly No. 6085 2510 ,. ;. /" 
Ref. No. Description 	 Order No. Parts No. 

PCB, connector board 6050268200 6050 2682
JhJ8 Receptacle, card-edge connector 6052173000 6052 1730
J9 Connector, SMK 48-0008 6052 1720

Harness, w/J10 connector 	 6049587000 6049 5870
.' 

J10 Connector, Hirose PCN6-15S-2 . 5E 6052163000 6052 1630 
Harness, w/J12 connector 6049586100 6049 5860 

J12 Connector (7P), SMK 5-17302 6052168000 6052 1680 
Harness, wire, input/outp~t, w/16 pin jack strip 6049588000 6049 5880 

(6052 1740) 

Connector board, w/card-edge connector 6085251000 6085 2510 
(Ass'y of ... items above) 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Connector board PCB 
REV. _1_ 

. "Y 
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7.6 Record/reproduce amplifier PCB assembly 

_'-.._..,~w_'_.._._'~______._______________________.., 

,1m...... _ ..._ .,.. ".,.,._.."__, .... <,~.....,, •• """ ...... . . - ....--.... , ... ~-.-:-~ -...~-•• • - ..--..~ 
 ----"'~---..,.,-
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Title Record/reproduce Amplifier PCB Assembly Assembly No. 6085 2530 
I 

/ 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

Record/reproduce amp1i fier PCB 6050266400 6050 2663 


IC1 "'2 Integrated circuit. RC45580N .... NJM455800 (U1.l 5147028000 6048 6070 

" .... NJM45580F (U2) 5147024000 


IC3. 5 SN7400N .... H07400P (U3. 5) 5147056000 6048 9000 


IC4 " SN7404P .... H07404P (U4) 5220010100 6048 9040 


IC6 II SN7426N .... H07426P (U6) 5220010500 6048 9180 


Transistor. FET. '2N5462 6048071000 6048 0710 

" 25C1312Y-G .... (Q5. Q8) 5145071000 6048 0450 
" 2SC1312Y-G .... 2SC711A-F (Q6. Q7) 5145069000 

Q9 '" 11 	 25C1211-o .... (Q9. Q10) 5145070000 6048 0080 

25C1211-o .... 25C711 A-F (Qll) 5145069000 


II 	 (Q12 • FET. 2N5462 6048071000 6048 0710 

Q13 . 25C1312Y-G .... 25C711A-F 5145069000 6048 0450 

Q14 • 2SC1211-0 .... 25C711A-F 5145069000 6048 0080 

Q15.16 250361-0 5145072000 6048 0560 

Q17. 18 " • 2SC1312Y-G .... 2SC711A-F 5145069000 6048 0450 

01. 2 Diode. lS953 	 5042272000 5042 2720 
03. 4 " lN60 5042213000 5042 2130 

05 Ro-11A de 1 eted 6048 3170 


" Ro13EB (from serial #8080972) 5143059000 5143 0590 

0fr\,9 15953 5042272000 5042 2720 

010 , Varistor. M-8513AR 5042218000 6048 3450 

011. 12 lN60 5042213000 5042 2130 

013, 14 lN4002 5042290000 6048 3270 


015 lS953 (from serial #8080222) 5042272000 5042 2720 


Heat sink 6037166000 6037 1660 

Tl Transformer. step-up 6046631000 6046 6211 

T2 inter-stage. MC124 6046608000 6046 6080 


T3 • output 6046618200 6046 6182 . 

-lls-4.2_~R~e~l~--2"""4'-'-V-,~Lr.;.-Z-- Ll-N2 .. ___'.... -- =5@811E8B66 6047 0100 

,£2q CO I t 200 
Ll",3 Coil, trap 5056656000 5056 6560 

Rl0l. 102 Pot. trim, SR29R, 6.8Kn. taper B 5150128000 6041 0160 
Rl03. 104"" 10Kn, 5150129000 5053 3910 
R10S "SR19R, 22Kn, 5053356000 5053 3560 
Rl06. 107 " SR29R, 22Kn. 5150131000 5053 3920 
Rl08 3.3Kn. 5150126000 6041 0150 

PARTS LIST. PC CARD 
Rec/repro amp PCB ass'y ( 
REV. _1_ - "-... 
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Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

Rl09 Pot, trim, SR29R, 470n, 5150121000 6041 0130 


RllO " 1.5Kfl, 5150124000 5053 3910 


Rl11 Pot, trim, SR29R, lKrl, taper B 5150123000 5053 3950 


R1l2 " PNB04C3A-503V, 50Krl, taper B 6041007000 6041 0071 


Jb3 Jack, pin, SMK S-Q3056 5043500000 6052 0880 


J4, 5 Plug, connector, PC mtg., SMK 48-0008 6052172000 6052 1720 


R 1 Resistor, carbon, lKrl 5240168200 


R 2 47Krl 5240172200 


R 3 22Krl 5240171400 


R 4 150Krl 5240173400 


R 5 lKrl 5240168200 


R 6 820Krl 5240175'200 


R 7 1. 5Krl 5240168600 


R 8 1.5Krl 5240168600 


R 9 100Krl 5240173000 


Rl0 100Krl (220Krl from serial 68080972) 5240173800 


Rll 100Krl 5240173000 


R12 150Krl (220Krl from serial 68080972) 5240173800 


R13 100Krl 5240173000 

~~' ; R14 l00Krl 5240173000 


R15 " 2.2Krl 5240169000 


R16 100Krl 5240173000 


R17 10Krl 5240170600 


R18 39Krl 5240172000 


R19 " 47Krl 5240172200 


R20 , 47Krl , 5240172200 


R21 150Krl 524017340Q 


R22 " lKrl 5240168200 


R23 .. " 33Krl 5240171800 


R24 " 6800 5240167800 


R25 180Krl 5240173600 


R26 56Krl 5240172400 


R27 2.2Krl 5240169000 


150n 5240166200 


' 

R28 
R29 lKrl 5240168200 


220n 5240166600
R30 

All resistors ~W, :!:5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Rec/repro amp PCB ass:, _ 
REV. 1 
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I 

,,-
Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. r -:~ 

"Y 

R31 Resistor, carbon, 2.2Kn 5240169000 


R32 2.2Kn 5240169000 


R33 " , 27Kn 52401 71600· 


R34 " , 47Kn 5240172200 


R35 1Kn 5240168200 


R36 470n 5240167400 

11 - R37 270n 5240166800 


R38 22Kn 5240171400 

R39 , 8.2Kn 5240170400 

R40 1Kn 5240168200 

R41 , 33Kn 5240171800 

R42 47Kn 5240172200 

R43 " 47Kn 5240172200 


('R44 100Kn 5240173000 

R45 , 3.3Kn 5240169400 

R46 , 3.3Kn 5240169400 

R41 " , 47Kn 5240172200 

R48 " lKn 5240168200 

R49 1Kn 5240168200 

R50 220Kn 5240173800 
 \ 
R51 33Kn 5240171800 


II
R52 " , 3.3Kn 5240169400 

R53 39Kn 5240172000 

R54 " , 390Kn 5240174400 

R55 lOOn 5240165800 

R56 lOon 5240165800 

R57 10Kn 5240170600 

R58 II lOon 5240165800 

R59 lKn 5240168200 

R60 " " 56Kn 5240172400 

R61 12Kn 5240170800 

R62 , 470n 5240167400 

R63 10Kn 5240170600 

R64 4.7Kn 5240169800 

R65 " loon 5240165800 


All resistors ~W, :!:5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Rec/repro amp PCB .ass'y
REV . . . 
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Ref. No. Description 	 Order No. Parts No. 

R66 Resistor, carbon, 10Kn 5240170600 
R67 " ,100Kn (56Kn from serial #8080822) 5240172400 
R68 " , 27Kn 5240171600 

R69 " , 2.2Kn 5240169000 

R70 , I50n 5240166200 
IIR71 , 4.7Kn 	 5240169800 

R72 (deleted) 

R73 390n 	 5240167200 

R74 10n 	 5240163400 

R75 10n 	 5240163400 

R76 6.8Kn 	 5240170200 

R77 " 12Kn 	 5240170800 

R78 	 12Kn } (8 . 2Kn from serial #8080972) 5240170400 
R79 12Kn 

R80 12Kn 52401 70800 

5240169800R81'\.87 4.7Kn 

, 33Kn 5240171800R88 


R89 4.7W 
 5240169800 

2.2Kn 5240169000R90 
3.9Kn 5240169600R91 

, ~~ '.- . -. . ' 6.8Kn 5240170200R92 
lOOm 5240173000R93 

Capac itor 

C 1 Polystyrene, 50V, 1000pF 5054347000 6043 5340 

C 2 electrolytic, 16V, 10uF* 5171590000 6043 1770 

C 3, 4 5171590000 5055 4050 

C 5 Mylar, 50V, 0.012uF .... 100V, 0.012uF 5054862000 6044 7330 

C 6 electrolytic, 16V, 10uF 5171590000 5055 4050 

C 7,8 25V, 2.2uF .... 50V, 2.2uF 5055498000 5055 4940 

C 9, 10 0.47uF .... 16V, 4.7uF 5055443000 5055 4430 

C11 50V, 2.2uF* 5171585000 6043 1780 

C12 16V, 10uF 5055405000 5055 4050 

C13 22uF 5055488000 5055 4880 

C14 10uF* 5171590000 6043 1770 

C15 	 Polystyrene, 50V, 1000pF 5054347000 6043 5340 

All resistors ~W, ±5% unless otherwise specified. 
* = Indicates low leakage capacitors . 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Rec/repro 	dmp PCB ass'y
REV. 1 	 
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Ref. No. Description 	 Order No. Parts No. 

Capacitor 

C16 electrolytic, 25V, 100uF 
C17 II 16V, 10uF 

C18 II 25V, 2.2uF + 50V, 2.2uF 
II
C19 , 6.3V, 47uF 

C20 , 25V, 4.7uF 
C21 ;' 25V, 2.2uF + 50V, 2.2uF 
C22 , 50V, 2.2uF* 

II
C23 	 16V, 10uF 
II II
C24 47uF 

C25 Polystyrene, 50V, 330pF 
C26 Mylar, 50V, 0.0033uF + Mylar, 100V, 0.0033uF 
C27 Dipped Tantalum, 35V, 0.47uF 
C28, 29 electrolytic, 16V, 10uF 

II
C30 6.3V, 47uF 
C31 25V, 100uF 
C32 l6V, 10uF* 
C33 Polystyrene, 50V, 820pF 

II
C34 , 25V, 1000pF + Polystyrene, l25V, 1000pF 
C35, 36 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF + Mylar, 100V, O.OluF 
C37 solid Tantalum, 16V, 22uF + electrolytic, 16V, 22uF 

II
C38 	 , , 10uF + 10uFII 


C39 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF + Mylar, 100V, O.OluF 
C40 electrolytic, 25V, 1uF 

solid Tantalum, lOY, 22uF (from serial #13001) 
+ 	 Dipped Tantalum, lOY, 22uF 

(from serial #13001) 
C41 Mylar, 50V, 0.047uF 

Polypropylene, 50V, 0.047uF (from serial 414001) 
C42 electrolytic, 25V, 47uF 
C43 Mylar, SOV, 0.0027uF 

Polypropylene, 50V, 0.0047uF (from serial 414001) 
C44 electrolytic, 25V, 100uF 
C45 Mylar, 250V, 0.022uF 

II 
II , 160V, O.OluF (from serial #8080922) 


C46 '\0 48 II , SOY, O.OOluF + Ceramic, 50V, O.OOluF 

C49 electrolytic, 25V, 4.7uF 

C50, 51 Mylar, SOV, O.OOluF + Ceramic, 50V, O.OOluF 


II
C52 , 	 II ~ O.OluF + 

* = Indicates low leakage capaCitors. 
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5055417000 

5055405000 


5055498000 


5055403000 


5055453000 


5171585000 

5171585000 


5055405000 


5055401000 

6043552000 


5054830000 

deleted 


5055405000 


5055403000 


5055417000 

5171590000 


5054344000 

5265032200 

5054802000 


5055488000 


5055405000 


5054802000 


5054650000 


5170313000 

5172926000 


5173740000 

5055417000 


5170048000 

5054203000 

5055453000 

5054203000 

5054203000 


5055 4170 

5055 4050 


5055 4940 


5055 4030 


5055 4530 


5055 4940 

6043 1780 


5055 4050 


5055 4010 

6043 5520 


6044 5190 

6043 1960 


5055 4050 


5055 4030 


5055 4170 

6043 1770 


6043 5020 


6044 7610 

6044 5370 

6043 2070 


5055 4050 


6044 5370 


5055 4670 


6043 1910 


6044 5410 


6044 7910 

5055 4020 


6044 7290 

6044 7790 

5055 4170 


6044 6550 

6044 6390 

6044 5160 

5055 4530 

6044 5160 

6044 5370 


PARTS LIST, PC CARD 

Rec/repro amp PCB as~'y 


REV. 1 
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Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

C53 electrolytic, 16V, 22uF 5055488000 5055 4880 


C54 solid Tantalum, 6.3V, 47uF 5055403000 6043 1920 


C55 25V, 10uF 5055404000 5055 4040 


C56 l6V, 10uF 5055405000 5055 4030 


~.' ~ . . . 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Rec/repro amp PCB ass'y ,
REV. 1 . . 
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7.7 Peak indicator PCB assembly 

r ",. ... 
. . j 

Title -Peak Indicator PCB Assembly Assembly No. 6085 2540 


Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

PCS, peak indicator 6050308100 6050 3080 


DhD4 LED, Stanley GD-4 203SRG 5042511000 5042 5110 


PL hPL4 Lamp, sub-miniature incand., SQ041-23003A 5041467000 6046 S080 


Grommet, lamp mount .' 5083424000 5083 4240 


PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Peak indicator PCB \ 
REV. . '- 
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7.8 Power supply and reel motor control PCB assembly 
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Title Power Supply and Reel Motor Control PCB Ass'y Assembly No. 6080 0280 

Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

Power supply and reel motor control PCB 6050282200 6050 2821 

K 1,2 Relay, wlPC mtg. socket, MY3PY-1-0, DC 24V 5061112000 6047 0360 

K 3 "", MY2PY-1-0, 5061114000 5061 0950 


Fuse holder, S-N5054 (USA, CANADA, JAPAN) 5041237000 6052 9020 

" (EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5142087000 


F 1 Fuse, glass tubular, 6~ x 30, 2A 5041 1140 

(USA, CANADA) 5041144000 

(EUROPE, UK, AUSTRALIA) 5041155000 

(JAPAN) 5041114000 


IC 1, 2 Integrated circuit, uA723PC 6048606000 6048 6060 

Q 1, 2 Transistor, 2SD234-(0) 5145064000 6048 0680 


Q 3 , 2SC495-(0) 6048069000 6048 0690 

Q 4 , 2SC1312Y-G 5145071000 6048 0450 

D h12 D i od e, P-300D4 5143060000 6048 3290 


D13 1N4002 5042290000 6048 3270 

D14, 15 1S953 5042272000 5042 2720 


D16'1.-18 lN4002 5042290000 6048 3270 


D19 , Zener, RD- 9EB 5143058000 6048 3350 

.-~ 

R 1 Resistor, carbon, 750n 5183079000 

R 2 2.7Kn 5183072000 

R 3 1Kn 5183082000 

R 4 1.2Kn 5183084000 

R 5 lOOn 5183058000 

R 6 47Kn 5183122000 . 

R 7 loon, 1/2W, :!:5% 5180058000 


R 8'\.11 " , 3.3Kn 5183094000 


R12 " 18Kn 5183112000 


R13 loon 5183058000 


R14 47Kn 5183122000 


R15 1000, 1/2W, :!:5% 5180058000 


R16 " lKn 5183082000 


R17 220n 5183066000 


R18 " 3.6Kn 5183095000 


. R19 4.7Kn 5183098000 


R20 2.2Kn 5183090000 


All resistors ~W, :!:5% unless otherwise specified . 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 
Pwr supp. & reel motor con~. ~CB ( 
REV. '-
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· ;0 ' 

f Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

C 1 Capacitor, electrolytic, 25V, 4700uF 6043193000 6043 1930 

C 2 ceramic, 500V, O.OluF 5054223000 5054 2230 

C 3 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF + 100V, O.OluF 5054802000 6044 5370 

C 4 " electrolytic, 16V, 100uF 5055420000 5055 4200 

C 5 " 63V, 4700uF 6043195000 6043 1950 

C 6 " , ceramic, 500V, O.OluF 5054223000 5054 2230 
. 0 

C 7 electrolytic, 25V, 100uF 5055417000 5055 4170 

C 8 Mylar, 50V, 0.047uF + 100V, 0.047uF 5054827000 6044 5410 

C 9 electrolytic, 25V, 47uF 5055449000 5055 4020 

C10 " Mylar, 50V, O.luF + 100V, O.luF 5054804000 6044 5550 

C11 electrolytic, 35V, 100uF 5055463000 5055 4630 

C12 , 50V, 2200uF 6043194000 6043 1940 

C13 , ceramic, 500V, O.OluF 5054223000 5054 2230 

C14 electrolytic, 50V, 100uF 5055407000 5055 4070 

C15 • 50V. 47uF 5055458000 5055 4580 

C 1 &\.29 metallized Mylar. 400WV, O.luF 5054992000 5054 9920 
.... 300V, 0.1 uF 

R101 Potentiometer, 1Kn. taper B 5053350000 6041 0120-06 

R102 22Kn. 5053356000 6041 0120-14 

R103 10Kn. 5053348000 6041 0120-12 

R104 4.7Kn. 5053346000 6041 0120-10 

PARTS LIST, PC CARD 

Pwr supp. & ree 1 mo tor con t. PCB 

REV . 
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s. ELECTRONICS SCHEMATICS 
8.1 Head assembly 
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Location of features and controls. 

1 

• 

20 
212 19 

3 f8 
4 17 

5 

16
6 


7 
 15 
14 

13 

8 9 10 11 12 

(see operations sections for detailed descriptions) 	 9. LED INDICATORS. Blink when ready to record; re
main lit when in record mode.1. NAB HUB ADAPTORS. Permanently mounted, firmly 

hold the tape reels to the reel tables . 10. OUTPUT SELECT BUTTONS. Determine the output 
signal presented at the terminals. Only one may be 

2. TAPE TENSION ARM. Acts with the Tape Guide Post depressed at a time. 
(3) to maintain proper tape tension . INPUT- typically used for source calibrations during 

[ 

3. IMPEDANCE ROLLER. system interface and setup procedures. 


NORMAL- used for most operations : recording, over

4. INDEX COUNTER. 4-digit counter indicates relative dubbing (sync), and reproduce.
location of selections on the tape. MONITOR - will activate the monitor head when it is 
5. INDEX COUNTER RESET BUTTON. Restores coun desirable to check the printed signal on the tape. 
ter digits to 0000. 11. LED INDICATORS. Indicate output status. 

12. CUE LEVER. For fast search , manually apply a6. POWER SWITCH. Depress to apply power. VU meter 
slight amount of pressure upwards. Do not use thelamps and one OUTPUT SELECT lamp will illuminate. 


Push again fo r OFF. 
 latch position for fast search cueing - it is intended 
for pause or stop mode cueing only. 

7. MEMORY STOP. Depress and the 80-8 will enter 13. INPUT LEVEL CONTROL (typical of 8) For adjust
STOP whenever digits read 0000. ing the source input level. 
8. FUNCTION SELECT BUTTONS. Determine record 14. VU-TYPE AVERAGING METERS. For visual refer
and monitoring status. ence of input signal levels . 

3 





2526 27 28 29 


22 

23 

24 

15. LED PEAK OVERLOAD INDICATOR. Complements 
VU meter by monitoring transient peaks. The trigger 
is factory calibrated at +10 VU, adjustable. 
16. TRANSPORT CONTROLS. Includes 6 micro switch 
buttons which provide complete control over all modes 
of tape transport motion. Remote control does not dis
engage the front panel controls. 

17. PINCH ROLLER. Applies proper pressure for the 
tape to be driven by the capstan. Engaged only in 
PLA.Y and RECORD modes. 
18. CAPSTAN. Drives the tape at a constant speed in 
PLAY and RECORD modes. Not engaged with the 
Pinch Roller during Fast Forward or Rewind, but rota· 
tion continues until electrical power is turned off. 
19. SHUT-OFF ARM . Removes electrical power from 
the transport section when th'e tape ends 
20. PAUSE LAMP. This will blink for the first 10 sec
onds or so after POWER switch on , and all controls 
will be inoperable until the lamp goes out. It will, of 
cou rse, light up when in PAUSE. 

4 

21. RECORD LAMP. Will blink when in ready-to-record; 
remain lit when in the record mode. 
22. AC POWER CORD. Male socket. Connect power 
cord here. 
23. AC SWITCHED. AC power supplied when 80-8 is 
ON. Use no more than 300 W. 
24. FUSE HOLDER. Contains 3 amp fuse for overload 
protection . 
25. GND CONNECTION. For connecting a grounding 
wire between components, or to earth ground as 
necessary. 
26. REMOTE CONTROL SOCKET. For optional RC-170 
remote control unit. Needs no dummy plug when not 
in use. 
27. INPUT JACKS. Line inputs for recording are con
nected to these eight pin cord jacks. 
28. OUTPUT JACKS. Line outputs . 
29. DBX INTERFACE SECTION. Removal panel for di 
rect integral DBX interface (see DBX INTERFACE sec
tion). NOTE: For use with the DX-8 unit only. 



Setting up the 80-8. 
If you are new to professional record ing gear, you 
should become aware of the fact that cleaning and 
demagnetizing are not enough to keep your recorder 
working properly - but are very important. Many cir 
cuits are adjustable so you can maximize the overall 
performance of your machine. 

For example, different brands of tape require differ
ent bias, equalization, and level settings. 

Since you are now using pro gear, we think you 
should be able to make these minor set-up adjust
ments. They require hooking up some test equipment, 
then reading a meter, and turning a special knob 
called a trim pot. 

Major work should be left for the service center - - re
gardless of your level of experience. We suggest. for 
example, that activities like bias trap adjustments and 
head assembly replacements be performed by trained 
service technicians . Particularly because they will 
have access to all the necessary test equipmeilt for 
these procedures. 

The following pages of this manual will take you 
through the process of adjusting the 80-8 electroni
cally . 11'11 seem like a lot of work but don't be discour
aged. Read through the entire procedure and then 
follow the step-by-step inst ructions. You'll fiild that 
the going is slow only the first lime 

THE EQUIPMENT. 
You'll need a certain amount of test equipme'1t . This 
is relatively inexpensive, and should be kept around 
any working studio. You'll need: 
1. a cleaning kit - rubber and head cleaning fluids and 

cotton swabs. 
2. a test tape, V2 inch . (TEAC YTT-1144 or equivalent.)· 

TEAC YTT-1144 Test Tape : 
Tape speed 15 ips 
Reference fluxivity 250nWb / m 
Equalization IEC 
Time constant ~ & 35/-,-s 

3, a stable signal generator or oscillator that will pro
duce 40Hz, 400Hz, 1 kHz, 10kHz, and 15kHz ror ex
ample, a TEAC TO-122 test tone oscillator. 

4. 	a reference level of -10dB (0.3V) at 1kHz. If the 
signal generator has a meter on it, you can use it as 
a reference . If the signal generator or oscillator can 
be adjusted to this precise level and frequency . you 
can use it for the reference level. 

[ 5. an AC VOM (voll-Ohm meter) or equivalent , with an 
input impedance of at least 50K Ohms, and capable 
of measuring levels from -80dB to ..J -40dB. 

6. 	the card extender for the electronir:s ·- packed with 
your unit (part no. 60853030). 

7. a head demagnetizer. 
The workhorse on the equipment l ist is . the signal 

generator or oscillator. Whether you are reading the 
scope or the meters on the 80-8, you will need a signal 
to read . The signal generator, or the te<;t tape, will pro
vide the signals , and you start with the test tape BUT 
FIRST - AND LAST AS WELL .. 

5 

Cleaning and Degaussing. Clean and demagnetize (de
gauss) the entire tape path. This is very important since 
a di rty or partially magnetized tape path will not only 
aller all the measurements, it will also, in time, ruin the 
alignment tape and eventually your recorder. 

So clean up first. Do this with the 80-8 turned off. 
The demagnetizer will severely damage the electron
ics if i,t is used when the 80-8 is on. Just follow the in
structions packed with the cleaning kit and head de
magnetizer. 

REPRODUCE CALIBRATION. 
The first step here is actually to cheCk your meter cali 
bration. Open the service door by removing the two 
screws, one in each upper corner, on the front panel. 
Connect the VOM to the output terminal of track 1. 

Turn the machine ON, and thread the alignment tape. 
Play the "operating level" portion (a voice on the tape 
identifies each section at the beginning). 

Switch the OUTPUT SELECT on the 80-8 to MON
ITOR. Adjust the playback or "reproduce" level with 
trim pot Jt1 R104 , 10K Ohms, MONIT LEVEL, until the 
VOM reads -10dB (0.3V). 

Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to NORMAL. Adjust 
the playback level with trim pot tt2, R103, 10K Ohms, 
NORM LEVEL, until the meter reads -10dB (0.3V). 
Now read the meter on the front panel of the 80-8. It 
should read "0 VU ." 

If it does not, then you must use the extender card 
to gain access to the proper control pot. Carefully re
move channel 1 electronics from the machine. But 
don ' t unplug the cables that are attached to it. There 
is just enough wire on them to allow you to attach the 

NOTE: When removing or replacing cards TURN 
MACHINE OFF. 

Test Tone Oscillator 

Head Eraser Cleaning Kit 



card extender (see ill.) to the electronic card, and re
place the whole works in their proper receptacle. The 
card will now operate, but will sit up so you can see all 
the components on the board. Find trim pot R105, 22K 
Ohms. This pot is mounted near the bottom of the card 
on the component side of the board (ill.). 

Adjusting R105 will allow you to set the meter on the 
80-8. You adjust the 80-8 meter to read "0 VU," not 
-10, the reading on the VOM. The VU meter will read 
o at any voltage you set it for- the correct one is 0 VU. 
This is the right setti ng for the 80-8 . You read -10dB 
(0.3V) on the VOM and adjust the 80-8 meters to read 
oVU at this level. 

Thus, the card extender is necessary only if the 80-8 
meters do not read 0 when the VOM reads -10dB. 

Remove the test tape from the 80-8, turn off the 
power, and disconnect the card extender. Return the 
channel 1 electronics to its proper place in the rack. 

Rethread the tape, and turn the power on . Plug the 
VOM into channel 2 output. Play the " operating level " 
section of the test tape. Switch the OUTPUT SELECT 
to MONITOR, adjust trim pot ~1 on track 2 electronics 
so the VOM reads -1 OdB (0.3V) . 

Switch the OUTPUT SELECT to NORMAL, adjust 
trim pot tt 2 on track 2 electronics so the VOM reads 
-10dB (0.3V) Now read track 2 meter. It should read 
o VU. If not, you must repeat the previous procedure 
for adjusting the meter circuit (card extender, etc) 

Six tracks still remain to be checked and adjusted , 
but as you can see, the adjustments are the same as 
for track 1. In brief: 
1) play the tape " operating level " 
2) read the VOM for head 3, MONITOR 
3) adjust for -10dB (0.3V) reading with tr im po t = 1. 
4) switch to NORMAL on OUTPUT SELECT 
5) read the VOM , adjust trim pot ~2. 
6) read the meter on the 80-8 - it must read 0 VU. 
7) if it does not, get out the card extender , and adjust 

the meter trim pot R105. 
You do this for all 8 tracks: 16 level sets and . if nec

essary , 8 meter trims. Don 't get discouraged . When 
you are unfami liar with anything , it takes more t ime. 
Practice will speed things up. The entire adjustment 
procedure involves reading and setting (if necessary) 
one hundred and twenty controls . When you are used 
to do ing it., it should only take about an hour and a 
half. Have patien ce, you 'll learn soon enough . It is ab
solutely worth it. 

One more word of encouragement. The circuits in 
the 80-8 are very stable. Most of the time you will make 
a reading and not have to adjust anything. When so me
thing does go wrong, you will be able to fi x it very 
quickly, and get back to record ing . 

In summary, with the VOM and test tape, you have 
adjusted the playback level on the 80-8 to the test tape . 
But your playback reference is not yet complete. You 
have only "zeroed" one point on a line of frequency re
sponse. To establish the rest of the line, you must 
measure and adjust one more frequency. 

Advan ce the alignment tape to the section that is 
recorded at 10kHz, and adjust the trim pot marked 
MON EO ( ~3) R102 , 6.8K Ohms - switch to NORMAL 
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on the OUTPUT SELECT, and adjust trim pot 1i4, R101, 
6.8K Ohms NORM EO. The reading for both positions 
should be 0 VU on the 80-8 meters. Since you have 
checked and adjusted the playback meter circuit , you 
can use the meters on the 80-8. We do recommend, 
how ever, that you use the meters on the VOM as a 
reference . 

By adjusting all of the preceding trimmers, you have 
established two things: an operating playback level or 
"zero," and a playback frequency response reference . 
You know that both heads on the 80-8 are rpproducing 
the test tape in an identical manner. 

RECORD CALIBRATION. 

Now you can use the MONITOR head as a test instru
ment to check and adjust the record circuits . Almost 
all of the following steps involve recording a tone on a 
tape and reading the playback output of the recorder. 
YOU WON'T ALTER THE PLAYBACK CONTROLS. 
They are now all set. You will make all necessary ad
justments by trimming the record electronics. 

This way, you can be sure that the recordings you 
make, no matter what brand of tape you use (the brand 
of tape becomes part of the test procedure when you 
record your test tones on it). will playback properly on 
any 80-8. 

The alignment tape can be put away. Before storing, 
the tape should be played all the way from front to 
back (not fast wound), and stored tails out, so it will 
last longer. Even if you decide not to attempt any 
major maintenance yourself, we strongly suggest you 
purchase an alignment tape. An occasional playing 
will tell you when you need to call the "docto r. " It's 
good insurance to know the truth . 

The record adjustments begin with the INPUT MON 
LEVEL trim on the 80-8. The INPUT MON LEVEL con
trols tile meter reading of the signal as it arrives at the 
electronics (before it is recorded). You must be sure 
you are sending the right amount of signal in , before 
you can adjust record levels and equalization controls . 

Connect the reference level. or signal generator to 
track 1 input on the 80-8. The co rrect level is -10dB 
(0.3V). 
The frequency to use is 1 kHz. Rotate the front panel 
knob to the "2 o'clock" position. It's a good idea to 
mark it. Check the OUTPUT SELECT. Make sure you 
have the button marked INPUT depressed, If you are 
in NORMAL or MONITOR , the meter will show nothing 
at all . When you get a reading , use trim pot #5, R107, 
22K Ohms, INPUT MON LEVEL, and adjust the meter 
to read 0 VU . As always. repeat this check on all 8 
tracks of the 80-8. 

Plugging and unplugging test equipment can be tedi
ous. You can save some time by doing a reference 
check on your mixer. If you know that your console 
meter reads 0 VU accurately (check it with the VOM) . 
you can assign the reference oscillator signals to the 
80-8 through the mixer connections to the inputs. As
sign, read , adjust ; next track, assign, read , adjust. . . no 
need to pull plugs . Note : the TEAC TO-1 22 plugged 
into your mixer can provide the proper levels. 



ERASE ADJUST. RECORD EO ADJUST. 

The idea here is to make sure all signals come off the 
tape when you want them to, so you record a 1 kHz 
tone on the brand of tape you wish to use at OdB level, 
and then, erase it (record no input signal over the 
tone). While erasing, you read the output with the VOM 
and a 1 kHz filter. Since the filter will "pass" only 
1 kHz, you should get a reading of -65dB. If the read
ing is higher than that, you need more erase current. 
Adjust trim pot #10 R111, 1 K Ohms to correct the read
ing to -65dB. This circuit does not require daily or 
weekly adjustment. Once every 6 months should do, 
unless you hear signal left on the tape when you are 
working. 

BIAS LEVEL ADJUST. 
This adjustment is made while you are· recording a 
tone on the type of tape you 'll be using for the session. 
It will be different for each brand of tape. 

Set up the signal generator (oscillator) . The fre
quency is 10kHz. The level should be 0 VU on the 
meters of the 80-8 on INPUT. Start the machine, record 
the signal, and switch to MONITOR on the INPUT 
SELECT. Raise the bias level by rotating trim pot #9, 
R112, 50kO BIAS LEVEL, until the VU meter rises, 
peaks out as high as it will go, and starts to fall back. 
Reduce the peak reading by 3dB. 

If the meter goes off scale, adjust the front panel in
put level control to keep the reading on scale. What is 
important here is not the zero. It is the reduction of the 
peak by precisely 3dB. If you have moved the input 
level pot to keep your reading on scale, the next adjust
ment will correct your input reference. 

RECORD LEVEL ADJUST. 
With the oscillator running at 1 kHz, switch back to IN
PUT. Adjust the front panel input knob (not the circuit 
card trimmer) so the 80-8 meter again reads 0 VU. 

You are now ready to adjust the record circuitry. 
Start with trim pot #8, R110, 10k!! REC LEVEL, and 
here's the set-up: 

-the tape is rolling, the oscillator is running at 
1 kHz, the input level position indicates 0 VU, the 
80-8 is recording the tone. Switch to MONITOR 
(head #3) and read the meter. If the meter does 
not read 0 VU in playback, use trim pot #8 to cor
rect the reading to 0 VU . 

Now, do the record equalization. There are two trim 
pots on the card: pot #6 R108, 3.3kl1- REC EO mid
range, and pot #? R109, 4?011-PEAK ADJ (peak up, 
down). 

You use the same set-up for pot#6 as pot #8, REC 
LEVEL, but you change the oscillator frequency to 
15kHz. In brief: 
1) set frequency to 15kHz. 
2) check level on INPUT-O VU 
3) roll the tape and switch to MONITOR 
4) read meter(s) 
5) adjust reading with trim pot #6, REC EO, to 0 VU. 

If you want to calibrate the PEAK ADJ, you need an 
oscillator that generates an 18kHz tone. 
1) set frequency to 18kHz. 
2) check input level; adjust with front panel knob to 

oVU. 
3) record the tone. 
4) switch to MONITOR, and read the meters. 
5) adjust trim pot ttl to read 0 VU. 

As you can see, each adjustment in itself is a simple 
task. Taken together, they constitute a rather complex 
and important alignment procedure. If you'd like a 
deeper understanding of what is happening electron
ically when you make these adjustments, you might try 
some of the sources listed below. We're not saying 
you have to become an engineer ; we are saying you 
should become involved - the better you know the 
gear, the more you can get out of it. 
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Direct integral DBX interface 
(OX-B). 
This section of the manual is in th ree parts. PART 1 
tells you how to connect the DX-8 to the 80-8. PART 2 
is an operational description of how the DX-8 func
tions. PART 3 is a somewhat non-technical explana
tion of the practical advantages of the DBX noise 
reduction system, and Part 4 contains some record ing 
precautions. 

Part 1. 
Hook-up. (see Fig.1) 

1. Remove the 	covering plate from the rear panel of 
the 80-8. (Refer to the Drawing No. 60372790.) Con
nect the remote cord from the DX-8 to the exposed 
terminal on the 80-8. Secure the back plate (attached 
to the remote cord) to the 80-8. 

2. Connect the LI NE OUT jacks of the 80-8 to the DE
CODE IN jacks of the DX-8. 

3. Connect the LINE IN jacks of the 80-8 to the EN
CODE OUT jacks of the DX-8. 

4. Depending upon the number of busses and the 
monitoring facilities of your mixer, use the INPUT 
and OUTPUT jacks of the DX-8 to provide the con
nection between your mixer and the 80-8. (Connect 
mixer's line outs to DX-8 INPUT, etc.) 

80-8 REAR 

5. 	If necessary, use the GND terminal on the rear panel 
of the DX-8 to provide common grounding. 

6. Connect POWER CORD to SWITCHED outlet of 80-8. 

DBX Switch: IN activates the encode or decode cir
cuits with respect to the FUNCTION SELECT buttons 
on the 80-8 (see RECORDING SECTION). OUT (up po
sition) eliminates the DX-8 from operation by bypass
ing the encode/decode circuit. The OUT position is for 
reproducing non-DBX encoded tapes. 

Part 2. 
How the DX-8 functions. 

Once you have the DX-8 connected, you may virtually 
ignore it. The unit works completely automatically. 
And, because of the design and nature of the DX-8 
noise reduction unit, there is no need for record or 
play level match adjustments - the level is non-critical 
within nominal tolerances; the circuit is stable. 

The DX-8 is designed to provide switchable encode
decode processing. This means there is only one noise 
reduction circuit (card) for each channel. The DX-8 
does all switching internally and automatically. It is 
automatically switched to encode (record) when the 
80-8 is placed in the record mode. When playback is 
desired on the 80-8, the noise reduction electronics are 
automatically switched to the decode (playback) mode. 

To illustrate how the DX-8 functions, note the follow
ing examples. 

EXAMPLE 1. Original recording . 

Suppose you are going to record on four tracks. With 
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the OUTPUT SELECT in the NORMAL position de, 
press FUNCTION SELECT buttons 1 thru 4. The LED 
indicators will blink, signaling ready-to-record on 
these tracks. Enter RECORD with the transport con
trols and the LEDs will remain lit. At the same time, the 
red LEDs on the DX-8 are lit, indicating encode pro
cessing on these channels . 

Also, the DX-8 automatically sends the input signal 
to the output terminals. Thus the signal going to .the 
tape is encoded, but the signal which you are momtor
ing is pre-encode (source). 
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EXAMPLE 2. Overdubbing 
In this example, suppose you have recorded on tracks 
1 thru 4, and now wish to record on tracks 5 thru 8, in 
sync. 

Set up the OUTPUT and FUNCTION SELECT but
tons in the same manner as in Example 1. The OX-8 
will automatically encode the signals going to tracks 
5 thru 8, and decode the signals on tracks 1 thru 4. 

The same process occurs when you punch-in during 
any recording session. When the 80-8 is in the record 
mode, the OX-8 is encoding; in playback (sync moni
toring), it's decoding. 

Part 3. 
TheOX-8 noise reduction system. 

The OX-8 is a wide-band compression-expansion sys
tem which provides a net noise reduction (broadband, 
not just hiss) of a little more than 30 dB. In addition, 
the compression during recording permits a net gain 
in tape headroom of about 10 dB. 

A compression factor of 2:1 is used before record
ing ; then, 2:1 expansion on playback. These compres
sion and expansion factors are linear in decibels and 
allow the system to produce tape recordings with over 
a 100 dB dynamic range - an important feature, espe
Cially when you're doing live recording. 

The OX-8 employs RMS level sensors to eliminate 
compressor-expander tracking errors due to phase 
shifts in the tape recorder, and provide excellent tran
sient tracking capabilities . 

To achieve a large reduction in audible tape hiss, 
without danger of overload or high frequency self
erasure on the tape, frequency pre-emphasis and de
emphasis are added to the signal and RMS level sen
sors. Tape modulation noise or hiss cannot be heard 
even in the presence of strong low frequency signals 
which do not mask the hiss. 

The sound will not be colored through several gen
erations of sound-on-sound, ping-ponging, or duplica
tion. The OX-8 provides clarity of sound, perfect 
transient reproduction , and a total absence of back
ground noise. 

NOTE : The OX-8 is compatible with professional curve 
OBX processors ONL Y. It will not work properly with 
consumer units with the Type II curve. 

DX-8 FRONT PANEL 

Part 4. 

Some recording precautions. 


Mixing. Program material must be in uncompressed 
form for mixing and sound-on-sound recording. You 
must first decode the program material which has 
been encoded by the OX-8 in order to mix it with any 
other material. Of course, 'mixed material may be com
pressed again for recording . If this precaution is not 
followed, you'll get cross-modulation of the separate 
signals or tracks. 

Subsonics and Interference. The OX-8 incorporates 
an effective bandpass filter with -3dB response at 
20Hz and 30kHz. This filter suppresses undesirable 
sub- and supersonic frequencies to keep them from 
introducing errors into the encode or decode process. 
However, if rumble from trains or trucks, for example, 
is picked up by your microphone and fed to the OX-8, 
modulation of the program material during low level 
passages may occur. This low frequency component 
will not itself be passed through the recorder and so, 
will not be present at playback for proper decoding. 
If this low level decoding error is encountered, and 
subsonics are suspected, we suggest the addition of a 
suitable high pass filter ahead of the OX-8 and after 
the mic preamplifier for further attenuation of these 
subsonic frequencies. 

Recording Levels. Since you have more than adequate 
dynamic range, you can record at slightly lower levels 
than normal. This lower recording level , along with the 
80-8's excellent signal-to-noise ratio (95dB with OX-8), 
insure lower distortion and more headroom. 

NOTE: Tapes recorded without the OX-8 may seem to 
have a brighter sound due to the increase of back
ground tape hiss with increasing recorded signal level. 
Your ears may interpret this hiss as higher order har
monics of the recorded frequencies. Thus, recordings 
made with noise reduction may not sound as bright in 
comparison with recordings made without noise reduc
tion. But a careful comparison between the noise 
reduced tape and a recording made without noise re
duction , to the original live material, will show that the 
noise reduced recording is identical with the original. 
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Recording with the 80-8. 
In preparing a discussion of the operation of the 80-8 
during a recording session , we thought it would be 
helpful to review some of its basic features; some of 
the all -too-obvious things that we tend to forget. 

The 80-8 travels at 15 ips, half-inch 8-track format 
only. And it 's designed primarily for use with 10 '12" 
reels - NAB hub adaptors are permanently mounted. 

The touch button transport controls are ful l IC logic 
circuits so you can go from one fast mode to another, 
or to PLAY, or vice versa, without pressing the STOP 
button . Motion sensing reduces the time in changing 
modes to a minimum, and eliminates tape spill. All 
transport operations can be remote controlled by the 
optional RC-170. 

The 80-8 has a 4-digit tape counter (relative reel ro
tation , not an actual time measurement) and a memory 
stop function. With the memory stop on, the 80-8 will 
enter STOP from the rewind mode at "0000." Remem
ber, the machine will not stop exactly on " 0000," but 
will rewind a bit past this point. 

A locking CUE lever makes fast search easy. Move 
the lever UP, and the tape is brought into contact with 
the head while in fast modes. Pushing it all the way up 
locks the cont rol. To release it, move it up until it 
clicks . 

OUTPUT SELECT BUTTONS. 
The signal presented at the output terminals is con
trolled by the OUTPUT SELECT buttons. 

INPUT will typically be used for source calibrations 
during system interface and set-up procedures. When 
this button is depressed , the input signals are sent di
rectly to the output terminals. 

MONITOR wi ll present the monitor head signa l to 
the output jacks for those situations where it is desir
able to monitor the printed signal on the tape for refer
ence during th e recording . . 

NORMAL will be used for most operations : record
ing, overdubbing (sync), and reproduce . The mon itor
ing status is then determined by the FUNCTION SE
LECT buttons. 

FUNCTION SELECT BUTTONS. 
When the OUTPUT SELECT is in either the INPUT or 
MONITOR position , the FUNCTION SELECT buttons 
have the single purpose of determining the record 
status. UP is safe. DOWN is ready-to-record . 

When the OUTPUT SELECT is in the NORMAL posi
tion the FUNCTION SELECT buttons serve two pur
pos~s : (1) they determine the record status - UP is 
safe, DOWN is ready-to-record , and (2) they determine 
the monitoring status-UP is sync/tape reproduce ; 
DOWN is source. 

There are two ways to enter record. 
(1) With the OUTPUT SELECT in the NORMAL posi

tion , depress the FUNCTION SELECT buttons for 
those tracks on which you wish to record . The blinking 
LEOs will indicate ready-to-record on those particular 
tracks. 

Enter record with the TRANSPORT CONTROLS
depress RECORD (LED will l ight) and PAUSE together. 
Then push PLAY and all of the FUNCTION SELECT 
LEOs will remain lit until the record mode is deacti
vated . 

(2) To facilitate punch-ins, the logic can be reversed 
by first setting FUNCTION SELECT button in the UP 
position and entering record with the RECORD and 
PLAY buttons. Now the record LED will blink, indicat
ing ready-to-record , and are monitoring sync/tape re
produce. At the appropriate time, depress the FUNC
TION SELECT button(s) for the tracks you wish to 
punch-in, and you enter record while simultaneously 
switching the monitor to source. 

The following examples, THE SESSION , will give 
you a better idea of the 80-8 's funct ions and switching 
in action . 

THE SESSION. 
The 80-8 is very flexible , but an 8-track session still 
requires some thoughtful planning. If you set up a 
logical sequence for your original record ing and over
dubbing , you can avoid a lot of hassles and compro
mises . Just try to think ahead . 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose you're going to record a ballad , 
and you 'd li ke the background vocals (w ith one or two 
singers) to sound like an entire chorus singing five 
part harmony. If you fill up five tracks with instruments 
(stereo drums on 1 and 2; bass guitar on 3; piano on 4; 
and lead guitar on 5) , by the time you get ready to 
record the vocals , you won 't have enough tracks to 
ping-pong the parts to get the effect you want on the 
background voca ls, unless you run a stereo mix of the 
f irst five tracks on to tracks 6 and 7, for example. But. 
if you do that , you ' ll be severely compromising your 
final rem ix, because you won 't be able to bring up one 
instrument without bringing up the entire track (mix) . 

It would have been better to have recorded the back
ground vocals earlier. For example, record the stereo 
drums and guitar. That 's three tracks , and you have 
five left on which to do the bac kground vocals . Fill up 
four, and as you make the transfer to the open track , 
record another part along with the transfer, say on to 
track 4. Now continue with the instruments on the 
available open tracks, and when you com plete the re
cording, you ' ll have sufficient control over all the key 
parts . Thus the mix is truly representat ive of the way 
you think the tune should sound. (Then wh en you take 
it around and try to sell it , and the prospective buyer 
likes everything about it except the background vocals, 
you can go back and remix it without that track.) 

Now, imagine two different occasions where it is 
desirable to punch-in a correction on a given track, 
instead of record ing the entire part all over again . If 
the correction needs to be made at the BEGINNING 
of the tune - say a hesitant start that is slightly out of 
sync with the downbeat - then there is no n~ed to 
mon itor reproduce (sync) since the bad start Will only 
serve to confuse the music ian . Indeed, that part of the 
track will be re-recorded. 

So the punch-in is stra ightforward enough : enter 
the record mode on the appropriate track with the cor
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responding FUNCTION SELECT button. Press the rec
ord button when the slate occurs - at the beginning of 
the tune - then enter stop at a convenient, appropriate 
time, after the punch-in is completed. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this situation, suppose an error has 
been made near the end of the tune-or in the middle 
-the example is still valid. Now the musician will 
likely need to hear his performance up to that point, 
so that the punch-in does not represent a different 
style or feel, and therefore, is consistent with the rest 
of the performance. In this case, enter record ready by 
pressing the record and play buttons simultaneously. 
The record mode will be activated when a FUNCTION 
SELECT button is depressed. 

When the FUNCTION SELECT is in the UP position, 
the musician will be monitoring reproduce (sync) and 
probably play along with the previous performance 
until the time comes to punch-in the correction. When 
that moment occurs, simply press the appropriate 
FUNCTION SELECT button for the corresponding 
track that is ready to be recorded. Two things then 
happen. First , you instantly enter the record mode on 
that track, and the new part will replace the previous 
one, in sync of course. Second, the monitor is auto
matically switched from tape (UP position) - sync re
produce-to source (DOWN position)-so the musi
cian can hear his new part as it is being added, The 
logic remains consistent. 

COMPATIBILITY 
You're probably aware that the half-inch 8-track format 
is a uniquely Tascam idea. Even today, almost all other 
8-track recorder/reproducers use one inch tape (half
track format), 

It has been our conviction for over three years now 
that the quarter-track format, especially with DBX 
noise reduction, is more than satisfactory, Indeed, 
we've proven it to be capable of producing profes
sional results , particularly with respect to the new tape 
formulations which can take higher levels without 
saturation. 

Since the time when we first introduced this new for
mat with the Series 70 half-inch 8-track recorder/re
producer, we have made some changes in our play
back equalization . 

The 80-8 uses the IEC Standard Equalization Cu,ve 
(formerly, the CCIR), The Series 70 recorder used the 
IEC curve on the high end , but NAB on the low end. 

A tape recorded on the Series 70 and played back 
on the 80-8 will have roughly a 3dB boost in bass, Con
versely, a tape recorded on the 80-8 and played back 
on the Series 70 will have a 3dB cut in bass, 

Use the equalizers on your mixer to compensate for 
these differences, 
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Some common recording 
practices. 
We've been making tape recorders for a long time, 
Over the years, we've maintained a close working rela" 
tionship with professional musicicl.ns, producers, and 
recording engineers 

So we would like to psss on a few recording tips
some things we've learned which will help your ses
sions go smoothly, and help your tapes sound thei r best. 

These suggestions are meant to aid you, They are 
not rules to be steadf.:lstly followed, Recording is highly 
personal , and you'll probably develop YO'Jr ow n stan, 
dard operating procedures as you go , 

Clean Your Machine! We can't emphasize the impor
tance of cleaning and demagnetizing your machine, So 
ALWAYS start a session by cleaning the heads, rubber, 
etc, and demagnetizing your record?L While you don't 
have to demagnetile your mschine constantly, it's a 
good idea to check the hea,ds every day to mak'O' sure 
they're clean , Remember, dirty tape recorders won't 
make clean tapes , 

Although this has nothing to do with the recorder 's 
heads, try to save the edge tracks for the less critical 
passages, That is, don't put your lead vocal or guitar 
part on tracks 1 or 8, These tracks are best suited for 
bells, kir:;k drum, etc , Sometimes , when handling a r?el 
of tape, you squeeze the edges a bit arld put a dent in 
the tape -- just enough to foul up all edge tra ck, 

On ping- ponging: it's a good idea to avoid ping
ponging to an adjacent track, That is, don't mix tracks 
3 and 4 on to track 5, Another tip is to avoid ping-pong
ing for its own sake, For example, if you have two vo
calists recording a chorus on track 6, ther) recording 
another part on track 7, and another on trac K 8, and 
you pl8n to mix this down to track 4 to get a fuller 
chorus, it might be easier to bring in six vocalists in 
the first place, 

While the 80-8 wi II not produce severe crossta I k 
problems, it's still a good practice to keep high fre
quency tracks apart, For example, try to keep tambou 
rines and cymbals on non,-adjacent track,> , The same 
holds true with loud and soft passages, 

Plan ahe8,d, The old adage, " we'll fix it in the mix ," 
has caused more people to lose more sleep than all 
the No-Doze sold during firal eX8.minations, If you are 
punching-in and you pi ck up voices or other back
ground noises, eliminate them dllring tile resording 
session and mixdown will be a lot easier. 

Demagnetizing one machine while another nearby is 
recording c.:ln cause the active recorder to pick up 
some of the field , Do your demagnetizing arrl rp(') rd
ing at different times , 

Some recordists dem8gnetize their editing razor 
blades in order to avoic1 putting noises on the tape , 
There are pro'> and cons, but just be careful, A wrongly 
dem'lgnetized bl3de is w()rse th a,i\ a non-derT'8.gnptizerl 

one, 
It may seem obvious, but it's a good idea to keep 

your tapes away from anything with a m?gne t - sp8;11', 
ers, headphones, bulk erasers , etc, Store your tapes In 

'3 Sa'll place, And store them tails out (pI2,Vpd al! the 

way through, not fast wound) , This will keep the pack 
neat and reduce the possibility of tape edge damage, 
I'-nd handle tapes with care, Try not to drop them, 

VVe suggest you use paper leader, While it's possible 
for paper leader to pick up a charge, plastic leader is 
far more vulnerable, Either way, check it periodically 
for noise, and if needed, change it. 

It's a good idea to pad your master tapes by winding 
some blank tape on both ends, and add ing leader tape. 
Again , this is just another safeguard, 

Put a test tone (1 kHz) on each tspe for reference 
level checks, Then it's e8.sier to set up machines and 
mixers when recording sessions occur on different 
dates or different machines, 

Keep a TRACK SHEET, Write down what happened 
during the session and what went on to the tape, You 
might list such things as mic placement; complete/ 
incomplete takes; brand of tape used ; speeds ; noise 
reduction; comments (for example, a producer might 
have liked a particular bass part more than others, so 
you can save it and use it during overdubbir)g and mix
down), 

Halle the tools-of-the-trade handy -leader tape, 
razor blades , splicing tape , masking tape , grease pen
cils, etc, 

1here's another old saying around studio circles: if 
it's not Isbeled . use it. So it's a very good ideil to label 
all tape boxes and reels, And pack a track sheet in 
8'fery box. 

When you ' re not working on a tape, it's safest to put 
it in its box; don 't leave it on the machine " fhere an 
accident could wipe out weeks of work. 

A final note. 
There's a large element of pride involved in hearing a 
tape that is completely your own, So dOr)'t forget the 
machine that made that tape for you , 

The 80-8 is rugged and durable, and it's built to Ia.st 
you a long time. But it is a machine - a combination of 
mechanics and electronics, And you'll have to take 
care of it. To treat it right, some of the aforementioned 
test equipmen t is necessary, 

Don't think you have to set up an expensive electron
ics work-bench , The test gear is simple and certainly 
won 't cost as much (in time or money) as poorly re
corded tapes or repai rs due to neglect. 

So treat your 80-8 right. And it'll be good to you , 
You don't have to be an engineer t'l keep the 80-8 
working right for a long time. 

We've spent a lot of time and money finding you , 
You 've asked for the tools, and we think we 've done a 
worthy job providing them , So, if you get some new 
ideas, or find new solutions, or just have some com
m8nts, let's hear from you , There's a dedicated group 
of people here at TEAC who are always happy to talk 
to y011 Mnre importantly, we 're always glad to listen , 
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9. THEORY OF . OPERATION 

9.1 logic Ie's used in the ~'odel 80-8 

1-A 

POSITIVE LOGIC 

INVERTER 

LOGIC STATE 
TRUTH TABLE 

1- B 

NEGATIVE LOGIC 

INVERTER 

2-8 2 INPUT NOR GATE2-A 2 INPUT NANO GATE 

SCHEMATICS 

TEAC Tascam Series 
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9. 2 Pulse Generating Circuit 

A) ONE PULSE BY RISING EDGE 

e 

f _---I 
9 

h 

8) ONE PULSE BY FALLING EDGE 

a ~ br; f~ 

~T 

a 

b 

c \ ) 
d ---u 

I 
\.. 
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9.3 Power On Reset and. Shut Off Modes 
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9.3 	 Power On Reset and Shut Off Modes 

9.3.1 Power On Reset Mode 

1. 	 01 is for generating the Power-On-Reset signal . When the main AC power is switched 

on, +5V applied from the power supply passes through R10, and by effect of Rll and 


the parallel impedance hie of 01 coupled with the time constant of C8, a base current 

will flow for several hundred millisecond until C8 is completely charged during which 

time 01 will be conducting and its collector potential will be about 0.3V. When C8 

becomes fully charged, the collector potential will return to about 5V and Ql will 

switch off. During this. ON state of Ql, all flip flops will be reset, the Pause Lamp 

will blink, and the POWER ON MUTE signal will be sent to the Record/Reproduce Ampli


fier. 

2. 	 U17-10 is a Schmitt trigger inverter, and during Power-On-Reset, its output pin #10 · 


will go to a high logic level using the squared output waveform of 01. 

Due to this, input pin #12 of U2~11 goes to a high logic level, thus allowing ,he 

Pause Lamp to blink. 


3. 	 U8-4 is an inverter, and changes a high logic level input to a low logic level output. 
. This 	low logic level is sent to pin #5 of U21-6 whose output is then sent to the 

Record/Reproduce Amplifier as a MUTE signal. (For MUTE, refer to paragraph 9.12 Out


put Select). 

4. 	 U4-10 is a 2-input NOR gate, and its output pin #10 will go to low logic level during 


Power On Re·set. 

5. 	 Ull-3 is a 2-input OR gate, and when its input pin #2 is a low logic level, its output 


pin #3 will be a low logic level. 


I 	
. .~6. 	 Ull-6 is a 2-input OR gate, and when its input pin #4 is a low logic level, output pin 


#6 will go to a low logic level. Therefore, both reset terminals, pin #5 of U12-6 in 

the RECORD flip flop and pin #1 of U14-3 in the PLAY flip flop will be at low logic 

levels and these flip flops will be reset. 


7. 	 U11-8 is a 2-input OR gate, and when its input pin #10 is a low logic level, its output 

pin #8 will go to a low logic level. This low logic level output is fed to input pins 

#10 and #12 of U7-8 and U7-11, respectively, which are the input circuits for F.FWD and 


RWD, respectively. Then, even if the F:FWO or RWD buttons are pressed during Power-On

Reset, F.FWD or RWO modes will not be achieved. This low logic level output of Ull-8 is 

also sent to the reset terminal, pin #3 of U13-6 in the PAUSE flip flop, thus allowing 

the PAUSE flip flop to be reset. 


8. 	 U9-12 is an inverter, and allows input pin #11 of U4-13 to be at a high logic level. 
9. 	 U4-13 is a 2-input NOR gate, and when its input pin #11 is at a high logic level, its 


output pin #13 will go to a low logic level. Therefore, both reset terminals, pin #11 

of U15-8 in the F. FWD flip flop and pin #3 of U15-6 in the RWD flip flop will be at low 

logic levels, and these flip flops will be reset. 


10. 	 Since U2-11 is a 2-input NAND gate which always has an approximately 2Hz square wave 

applied to pin #13, output pin #11 of U2-11 will output this 2Hz square wave when input 

#12 is at high logic level (only during Power-On-Reset). 
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11. 	 U2-8 is a 2-input NOR gate, and since pin #9 goes to a low logic level during the 
PAUSE mode and also an approximately 2Hz square wave is fed to pin #10 during Power
On-Reset, a high logic level is sent out from output pin #8 during the Pause mode 
and an approximately 2Hz square wave is sent out during Power-an-Reset. 

12. 	 Q6 is a Pause Lamp Driver, and it allows the Pause Lamp to ignite 'continuously by 
the ON state of Q6 during the PAUSE mode, and allows the Pause lamp to blink by 
repeating of the ON and OFF states with the approximately 2Hz square wave signal 

during Power-an-Reset. 

9.3.2 Shut Off Mode 

Two Shut Off switches are interlocked to the right tension arm. 


One switch (5203) is used 
" 

to reset the System Control logic. The other switch (5202) is 

employed for ON-OFF of power to the capstan motor. 


1. 	 When the right tension ann is in the shut-off position, Shut Off switch (5203) in 

the tape transport will be closed, thus making a short between B-7 and B-8. 


2. 	 Due to R8, B-7 is. held at a high logic level in any mode other than Shut Off, and 

will be at a low logic level during the Shut Off state. 


3. 	 U17-8 is a Schmitt trigger inverter which converts into a sharp pulse the slow rising 
waveform created by effect of R8 and C48. During the Shut Off state, output pin #8 
will be at high logic level. 

4. 	 U4-10 is a 2-input NOR gate, and when input pin #9 is at high logic level, output 
pin #10 will go to the low logic level. 
Accordingly, output pin #10 of U4-10 will be at the low logic level during the Power
On-Reset or Shut Off state. 
Since this circuit operates in conjunction with the Power-an-Reset circuit, refer to 
paragraph 9.3.1. 
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9.4 Play Mode Control 'Function 

1. 	 When the PLAY button is depressed, input pin #5 of the Schmitt trigger Ul-6 will 

go to a low logic level, and pin #6 of Ul will be at a high logic level only while 
the PLAY button is held depressed. 

2. 	 This high logic level output from the Schmitt trigger is applied to pin #5 of U3-6. 

3. 	 In addition to the high logic level to pin #5 of the 2-input NAND gate U3-6, when 

the remaining pin #4 pin (*) is also at high logic level, output pin #6 of U3-6 will 

be at low logic level. 

* 	When the PLAY button is depressed during tape travel other than PLAY, pin #4 of U3-6 

will remain at low logic level. In other words, pin #4 will be at high logic level 

only when the tape is stopped (not during tape run). 

4. 	 U13-8 and U14-3 form the PLAY flip flop, and at the moment the power supply is turned 

on, the output!t U14 pin #3 will go to a high logic level by the Power-On-Reset 

signal (low logic level) applied to pin #1 of UI4-3. 

When a low logic level is applied to pin #11 or #10 of U13-8, the flip flop will 

change states and a low logic level will be output from pin #3 of UI4-3. 

Since pin #3 of U14-3 and pin #9 of U13-8 are interconnected, as long as pin #3 of 

'J14 is .le low ;ogic :evel, i t '''ill remain so unless reset signals from F.FWD, RiolO, 

STOP or SHUT OFF are input co pin dl of UI4-3. 

5. 	 Output pin #6 of inverter U9-6 will go to a high logic level when a low logic level 

is applied. to pin #5. This feature is utilized for Record PUNCH IN mode explained 

on page 107. 

6. 	 U3-11 is a 2-input NAND gate. It will put out a low logic level to the inverter U8-12 

only when the input pins #12 and #13 are both at high logic levels. 

7. 	 The high logic level output from pin #12 of inverter U8-12 is applied to the PLAY 


solenoid driver transistors 07, 014, 08, and 015; and 011 for the PLAY relay. 


8. 	 U3-3 is a 2-input NOR gate and when a low logic level output from the 2-input NAND 

gate U3-11 is applied to pin n of U3-3, a high level will be output from pin #3 


which is applied to the BRAKE solenoid driver transistors 09. 016. 010, and 017. 


9. 	 012 and 013 also work, in addition to their F.FWD and RiolO functions, as a circuit 


to lessen slackness of the tape during acceleration in the PLAY mode. When the 


U8-12 output becomes a high logic level, base current will flow to 012 and 013 via 


C34. 


While C34 is charging. 012 and 013 will go to the ON state, thus energizing Kl and 


K2. 
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9.5 Recording Hade Control Function 
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9.5 Recording Mode Control Function 

Four different recording modes can be selected on the Model 80-8 depending on how the 
RECORD, PLAY, PAUSE, or FUNCTION SELECT buttons on the control panel are depressed. 

9.5.1 Variations in Recording Modes 

1. 	 Normal retording: First, depress the FUNCTION SELECT button(s} for the channe1(s} 
you wish to record on; then, depress the RECORD and PLAY buttons at the same time. 

2. 	 Punch-in recording (I): Depress the FUNCTION SELECT button for the channel to be 
recorded on; then run tape in the PLAY mode. 

When the running tape reaches the point where the new program is to be punched-in. 
depress the RECORD button only. 

3. 	 Punch-in recording (It): Without depressing any of the FUNCTION SELECT buttons, 

de~ress the RECORD and PLAY buttons simultaneously to put the deck in the PLAY 

mode (Record Standby state). Depress the FUNCTION SELECT button(s} for the chan~e1(s} 
on which Punch-in recording is to be done. 

4. 	 Using the PAUSE button for recording: First, depress the FUNCTION SELECT button of 
the desired recording channel, then, depress the RECORD and PAUSE buttons simu1ta
rteous1y . 

To put the ~10del 80-8 in the RECORD mode, depress the PLAY button to cancel the 
Record Pause mode. 

Each channel can be put in the record mode only when low logic level signals arrive at 

the control circuit of each record/reproduce amplifier from both the FUNCTION SELECT 
circuit and the Record flip flop. Since the REC DC signal, generated by the set state of 
the 	Record flip flop, is simultaneously fed to all of the record/reproduce amplifiers, 

the only other signal required to put any particular channel into the RECORD mode is the 

READY signal which is obtained by depressing the FUNCTION SELECT button for the desired 
channel. 

9.S.2 Operating Principle 

1. 	 Ul-8 is a Schmitt trigger inverter, and when the RECORD button is depressed, output 
pin #8 will go to a high logic level. 

2. 	 Ul-6 is also a Schmitt trigger inverter, and when the PLAY button is depressed, 

output pin #6 will go to a high logic level. 


3. 	 U1-10;s another Schmitt trigger inverter, and when the PAUSE button is depressed, 
output pin #10 will go to a high logic level. 

4. 	 U7-6 is a 2-input NAND gate. and when the RECORD button and either the PLAY or 

PAUSE button is depressed, output pin #6 will go to a low logic level. 


5. 	 The RECORDfl ip flop is made up of U12-3 and U12~6. 
This flip flop will go to the set state when a low logic level is fed to input pin 
#1 of U12~3, and remains in this set state with output pin #6 of U12-6 at the low 
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logic level, unless a low logic level is fed to pin #5 of U12-6 (The conditions 
for 	pin #5 of U12-6 to go to a low logic level is limited to when STOP, SHUT-OFF, 
Power-an-Reset, F. FWD or R\~D modes are selected). 

6. 	 U2-3 is a 2-input NOR gate, and as long as the RECORD flip flop is in the set state 

or the RECORD button is held down in the PLAY mode, this output pin #3 will be at a 


high logic level. 

7. 	 U2-6 is a 2-input NAND gate. Pin #4 will always be at a high logic level during the 


PLAY mode, and as long as the RECORD button is being pressed, pin #6 will put out a 


low logic level (used for Punch-in recording). 

8. 	 U8-2 is an inverter,' and when the PLAY button is depressed, output pin #2 will go to 


a low logic level. 

9. 	 U7 -3 is a 2 - i nputNOR gate, and when either the PLAY or PAUSE button is depressed, 


output pin #3 will go to a high logic level. 

10. 	 U5-3 is a 2-input AND gate, and during the RECORD mode (while the RECORD flip flop is 

in the set state or while the RECORD button is he~d depressed in the PLAY mode), input 
pin #1 will be at a high logic level. As long as anyone of the FUNCTION SELECT button 
is depressed and the RECORD flip flop is in the set state, or as long as the RECORD 
button is held depressed in the PLAY mode, pin #2 will go to a high logic level. Con
sequently, output pin #3 of U5-3 will go to a high logic level. 
However, since an approximately 2Hz square wave signal will be fed to input pin #2 of 
U5-3 as long as no FUNCTION SELECT button for any channel is selected, an approximately 
2Hz square wave will be sent out from the output pin #3 of U5-3 when the RECORD flip 
flop is .in the set state or when the RECORD button is depressed in the PLAY mode. 

11. Each channel switch actuated by the FUNCTION SELECT button have three separate 
sections or circuits. 
a) is the circuit for controlling the Remote Control dbx Unit. 
b) is the circuit that will go to a low logic level when anyone or more FUNCTION 

SELECT buttons are depressed, and is an OR circuit for all switches of each channel. 
c) 	 is the circuit that sends the Record READY signal output to each channel of the 

Record/Reproduce Amplifier and for making the Gate signal to ignite, blink or 
extinguish the indicators located above the FUNCTION SELECT buttons. 

12. 	 U24-6 is an inverter, and input pin #5 will be at high logic level since there will 
be no voltage drop across R90 when no FUNCTION SELECT button is depressed. 
When anyone or more buttons are depressed, input pin #5 will go to a low logic level 
and output pin #6 will send out a high logic level. 

13. 	 U25-8 is a 2-input NAND gate, and when anyone or more of the FUNCTION SELECT buttons 
are depressed, input pin #9 will go to high logic level and thus, output pin #8 will 
go to a low logic level. 

14. 	 U25-11 is a 2-input NAND gate, and an approximately 2Hz square wave signal is always 
fed to input pin #13. Accordingly, when input pin #12 is at high logic level, output 
pin #11 will send out an approximately 2Hz square wave signal. 
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However. when input pin #12 is at low logic level. output pin #11 will send out a 
high logic level. 

15. 	 U19-3. 6. 11. Band UIB-3. 6.11. Bare 2-input NAND gates. and are drivers for the 
indicators (LED) located above the FUNCTION SELECT buttons. 
Since the respective input pins #2. 5. 12. 10 of U19 and Pins #2. 5. 12. 10 of UIB 
are connected to.output pin #11 of U2S-11. the respective output pins #3, 6, 11, B 

of U19 and Pins #3. 6, 11, B of U18 will change state when any FUNCTION SELECT button 
is depressed and according to the output state of U2S-11. will cause the indicators 
(LED) to either ignite continuously or blink. 

16. 	 U24-4 is an inverter, and when any button other than the MONITOR of the OUTPUT SELECT 
buttons is depressed, output pin #4 will go to a low logic level. 

17. 	 U2S-3 is a 2-input NO~ gate, and when anyone or more FUNCTION SELECT buttons are 
depressed and when output pin #3 of U2;3 is at high logic level. or when either the 
INPUT or NORM button of the OUTPUT SELECT buttons is depressed, output pin #3 of 
U2S-3 will go to a high logic level. Due to this, transistor Q20 will go to the ON 
state and thus send a low logic level REC DC signai to the Record/Reproduce Amplifier . 
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9.6 Pause Mode 

2 7 }:3"'-_--=-L.-/ 

+511 

R44 

RESET SIG. 

,Y-~ 

(~ .J 

1. 	 When the PAUSE button is depressed, input pin #11 of the Schmitt trigger inverter 
Ul-10 will go to a low logic level and its output pin #10 will be at a high logic 
level only as long as the PAUSE button is held depressed. 

2. 	 This high logic level output from the Schmitt trigger is inverted by U9-4 and the 
resulting low level is applied to pin #2 of U7-3 and pin #5 of U14-6. 

3. 	 U7-3 is a 2-input NOR gate and when a low logic level output from U9-4 is applied 
to its pin #2, a high logic level will be output from pin #3. This high logic level 

is sent out to input pin #4 of U7-6 as the gate signal for the REC-PAUSE mode. 

4. 	 The PAUSE flip flop, made up of U14-6 and U13-6, will be set when the PAUSE button 
is depressed. 
Also, this flip flop will be reset when the PLAY button is depressed, and during fast 
winding modes and the shut-off mode. 

5. 	 This low logic level from the PAUSE flip flop is also applied to input pin #12 of 
U3-11 to release the Play and Brake solenoids, and to cut off current to the reel 
motors. 

6. 	 U2-8 is a 2-input NOR gate, and when a low logic level output from U13-6 is applied 
to its pin #9, a high logic level will be output from pin #8. 

7. 	 When pin #8 of U2-8 goes to a high logic ·level, the base current of Q6 will flow to 
pin #8 via R4l, and Q6 will switch ON to ignite the PAUSE lamp. 
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9.7 	 Fast Forward and Rewind Modes 

In the F.FWD and RWD modes of operation, one means of control is by the F.FWD button and 
the RWD button on the tape transport control panel, and the other is by the automatic ( 	 ') 
action controlled by the Motion Control Circuit (see paragraph 9.8 for Motion Control 


theory) . 

Also, when the F.FWD and RWD buttons are simultaneously depressed, the torque of both the 

TAKE-UP and SUPPLY reel motors will be equal to allow quick and easy CUE operation. 


1. 	 Ul-4 is a Schmitt trigger inverter and as long as the F.FWD button is held down, 

output pin #4 will he at a high logic level. 


2. 	 U7-8 is a 2-input NAND gate and when the F.FWD button is depressed and the other 

input pin #10 is ~t a high logic level (it will be at high when the PLAY button is 


not depressed and when not in the Shut-off or Power-On-Reset state), a low logic 

level will be output from pin #8 to set ' the F.FWD flip flop and reset the RWD flip 


flop. 

3. 	 The F.FWD flip flop is made up of U14-11 and U1S-8, and will be set when the F.FWD 


button is depressed. 

Also, this flip flop will be reset when the RWD button is depressed or a low logic 

level is being output from U4-13. A low logic level will be output from U4-13 when 

the PLAY or STOP button is depressed, or during Power-On-Reset, or Shut-off. 


(However, 	 to protect the tape should the Motion Sensor Circuit become inoperative by 
any cause, the circuit is designed so that the F.FWD flip flop will not be reset 
even though the PLAY button is depressed. Refer to paragraph 9.8 for Motion Control 
theory) 

4. 	 U10-8 is a 2-input OR gate, and its output pin #8 will be at a low logic level when 

the F.FWD flip flop is in the set state or as long as the F.FWD button is being 

depressed. 


5. 	 U9-10 is an inverter whose output pin #10 will be a high logic level during the F.FWD 

mode. 


6. 	 U10-3 is a 2-input OR 9ate. The output will be a low logic level when in the F.FWD or 

RWD mode. 


7. 	 U3-3 is a 2-input NOR gate for controlling the Brake Solenoid Driver, and its output 

pin #3 will be at a high logic level when the F.FWD/RWD or PLAY buttons are not de

pressed. (see paragraph 9.10 Plunger Solenoid Driver.) 


8. 	 US-8 is a buffer and its output pin #8 will be at a low logic level when in the F.FWD 

or RWD mode. 


9. 	 Operation of the RWD mode is controlled by the RWD flip flop and operating theory of 

the various logic signals is approximately identical to those for the F.FWD mode 

Centrol Circuitry. 


10. 	 When the F.FWD and RWD buttons are simultaneously depressed, both F.FWD and RWD flip 

flops will reset each other and their outputs will both go to high logic levels. How

ever, since input pin #10 of U10-8 and pin #4 of U10-6 will both be at low logic levels 
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as long as the F.FWD and RWD buttons are held depressed, their outputs will each 

be at a low logic level, and both circuits will be in the F.FWD and RWD modes. 

On the other hand, when the F.FWD and RWD buttons are released at the same time, 

the flip flop whose button is released last will be set and the transport will 

remain in that mode. 
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9. 8 Tape Motion Control 

~lotion Control in the r·lodel 80-8 is comprised of the Motion Sensor (for detecting Reel 
Rotation) installed on the end of the Supply Reel Motor Shaft, the Retriggerable Mono
stable Multivibrators U6-8 and -6, PLAY or STOP flip flops and gate circuits. It operates 
so that when the PLAY button is depressed during the fast wind modes (F.FWO or RWO) , the 
tape is slowed down and several hundred mill i-seconds after the tape is completely stopped, 
automatically put in the PLAY mode. A protection circuit is also provided, to account for 
a breakdown in the Motion Sensor Circuit such as burn-out of the lamp in the Reel Motor 

Rotation Detector, so that the deck will not go directly into the PLAY mode from the fast 
wind modes when the PLAY button is depressed, or that the tape must be brought to a stop 

before the PLAY button can, be depressed, much the same way as with conventional tape decks. 

1. 	 A ring magnet is installed on the Supply Reel Motor shaft and the rotation of this 

magnet causes a reed switch to switch ON and OFF. The TAPE RUN signal thus generated 
is input at 8-5. 

2. 	 The TAPE RUN signal is a square wave of +5V and OV, and is fed to input pin #5 of 

U17-6. 
3. 	 U17-6 is a Schmitt trigger inverter, and a properly squared wave of opposite polarity 

to that of input pin #5, is output from pin #6. 

4. 	 The output of U17-6 is fed to the following Pulse Generating Circuit which consists 
of U16-8, U16-3, U16-6 and the RC Time Constant Circuits. The pulses from output pin 
#6 of U17-6, having a 2 micro-second width from rising edge to falling edge, are fed 
to U16-3 and U16-6 ' (Refer to paragraph 9.2 Pulse Generating Circuit). 

5. 	 U6-8, -6 is a Retriggerable Monostable Multivibrator, and when a low logic level 

pulse is fed to pins #1 and #2, a high logic level (Q) will be output from pin #8, 

and a low logic level (0) from pin #6, the duration (T sec.) of both output being 
determined by the time constant elements R15 and C12. When another pair of low logic 
pulse is applied to the #1 and #2 input pins before the end of the Q and 0 duration, 

it will be extended an additional T seconds. Ther~fore, a chain of low logic pulses 
whose repetition rate is shorter than the T second duration, is applied to input pins 
#1 and #2, outputs Q and 0 will remain constant at the same logic state. Accordingly, 
if the tape is moving and the reel motor rotating, pin #8 (Q) will remain at high 
logic level and pin #6 (0) will remain at low logic level to indicate that the tape 

is moving. 
The high logic level signal (Q) is used to gate the reset signal for the F.FWO and 
RWD flip flops when the PLAY button is depressed during either of these modes. This 
high logic level (Q) which changes to a low logic level several hundred milli-seconds 
after the tape stops, is used to put the deck in the PLAY mode. Also, the low logic 
level (0) is used to prevent the deck from going directly to the PLAY mode from either 
Fast Wind Modes by applying it to input pin #4 of U3-6 which is the set input circuit 
for the PLAY flip flop. Thus, as long as input pin #4 is kept at low logic level, the 
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PLAY flip flop will not be set even though the PLAY button may be depressed. 
6. The PLAY or STOP flip flop made up of U12-11 and U12-S, memorizes whether the PLAY 

or the STOP button on the tape transport was depressed or not and thus decide )whether the deck must go to the PLAY mode or the STOP mode from the Fast Winding 
mode. Assume that the PLAY button is depressed. The set input pin #13 of U12-11 
will 	 then go to a low logic level, thus setting the flip flop, and output pin #S 
will 	go to a low logic level. Also, suppose that the STOP button is depressed. 
Reset input pin #9 of U12-S will then go to a low logic level, thus resetting this 
flip 	flop, and output pin #S will go to a high logic level. 

1. 	 US-2 is an inverte~ and when the PLAY button is depressed, output pin #2 will go 

to a low logic level to set the PLAY or STOP flip flop. 


S. 	 U5-6 is a 2-inpu~ AND gate, and ~ince input pin #5 will be at a high logic level 

during the Fast Winding mode due to the Q output of U6-S, output pin #6 of U5-6 will 

go to the high logic level when the PLAY button is depressed. 


9. 	 U4-13 is a 2-input NOR gate, and when either the PLAY or STOP button is depressed 

or the deck goes to the shut-off state. all during the Fast Winding mode of the tape. 

output pin #13 will go to a low logic level and both F.FWD and RWD flip flops will be 

reset. 


10. 	 The Pulse Generating Circuit consists of US-6, U8-10 and U13-12. U8-6 is the inverter, 
and when the PLAY or STOP flip flop is put in the set state. output pin #6 will go to 
the high logic level and thus input pin #2 of U13-12 will be at high logic level. 
Under this condition. should the PLAY button be depressed during the Fast Wind mode, 
the tape will slow down and finally come to a complete stop resulting in output pin 
#S of U6-8 going to low from the high logic state, and an approximately 2 micro- ~~ 

second low level pulse will be output from U13-12 to set the PLAY flip flop. "v 
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9.9 Counter Stop Mode 
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9.9 	 Counter Stop Mode 

The Tape Counter is a 4-digit mechanical type with an integral switch that remains 
closed as long as the most significant digit is at "9." For instance, when the deck 
is in the RWD mode the counter will be down-counting in step with travel of the tape 
and the swit~h will be open up to "0000" but at the next count of "9999" the switch 
contact will close and remain so up to "9000" but at the next count of "8999" the 
contact will open again. Due to this ty~e of switch function and that a pulse is 
required only at the transition from open-circuit to closed-circuit state of the switch, 

and also that the tape STOP-by-the-COUNTER feature is required only at the RWD mode, the 

circuit in concern functions as follows: .. 
1. 	 Lets assume the memory switch is ON. As the counte~ runs and the most significant 

digit reaches "9," the potential at 'a' will change from +5V to OV. 
2. 	 Wnen point 'a' changes to 0 vou, Q18 will change from the ON state to the OFF state 

and the potential at 'c' will then be about +5V. 
3. 	 However, the point 'b' potential of about +5V will gradually fall to OV by effect of 

time constants C35 and R77. 
4. 	 As a result of this different rate of potential change between points 'b' and 'c', 

Q19 will switch ON for several milli-seconds. 
5. 	 U17-4 is an inverter for converting the Q19 '10w logic level output to a high logic 

level. 
6. 	 Ull-ll is a 2-input AND gate, and when there is a high logic level at pin #12, a 

high logic level pulse of several mill i-second will be output from pin #11 (the 

conditions for pin #12 of Ull-ll to be at high logic level are when the deck is in 
other than the F.FWD and PLAY modes). Therefore, when the counter changes from "8999" 
to "9000," or in other words, when in the F.FWD or PLAY modes. there will be a high 
logic level up to point 'e' but since pin #12 of Ull-ll will be at low logic level, 
there will be no high logic level pulse from the output pin #11. 

7. 	 As pin #11 of Ull-ll is connected to pin #5 of U4-4, it will cancel the RWD mode by 
the same condition as by the STOP button. 

8. 	 Also, when the potential of point 'a' rises from OV to +5V, or in other words, when 

the count changes from "9999" to "0000"," there will be no pul se from Q19. This is 
because at the instant the count changes from "9999" to "0000" Q18 will go to the 
ON state. the potential at point 'c' will immediately drop to about OV and thus 
turn OFF Q19 regardless to the slow change in potential of point 'b.' 
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9.10 Solenoid Driver Circuit 
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9.10 Solenoid Driver Circuit 

1. 	 The Plunger Solenoid Drivers are comprised of the Q7 and Q14 Short Term Drive 

Circuit and the Q8 and Q15 Continuous Drive Circuit. 


2. 	 In the Short Term Circuit, when the low logic level signal appearing at point 'a' 
changes to a high logic level, it is passed through the differential circuit of 
C32, R45, and R47, applied to Q7 to switch it ON for a short duration of several 

hundred mill i-seconds. 
3. 	 When Q7 momentarily goes to the ON state, a base current from Q14 will flow through 

R48 to momentarily switch ON Q14, also for several hundred mill i-seconds. 
4. 	 When Q14 switches ON its collector potential 'd' will rise to about 29V for a dura

tion of several hundred mill i-second, and a current 'h' will flow via D15 through 
the plunger solenoid SL201. 

5. 	 In the Continuous Driye Circuit, Q8 will be in the ON state as long as the signal 
applied to point 'a' i"s at high logic level. 

6. 	 With Q8 in the ON state, a base current will flow from Q15 via R53, and Q15 will be 
in the ON state. 

7. 	 When Q15 switches ON its collector potential 'f' will rise to about 29V, and a current 
will flow to the plunger solenoid SL201 via 017 and R206 . However, there will be a 
voltage drop due to R206 and thus the plunger solenoid terminal voltage'h' will be 
equal to 29V minus this voltage drop. Therefore, as the +29V supplied to the plunger 
solenoid from the Short Term Drive Circui t gradually drops, the current will continue 
to flow with equal potentials at points 'g' and 'h' until the high logic signal at 
point 'a' goes to low logic level at which the current will cease to flow. 
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9.11 	 Reel Motor Control 

The reel motors are controlled by switching combinations of the relay circuits. To 
provide a stable travel of the tape, especially in the PLAY mode, the reel motors are 
controlled in such a way that a voltage higher than at the constant state in the PLAY 
mode, is momentarily applied to the reel motors are the instant the ,PLAY button is de
pressed. In this case, the three relay~ Kl (F.FWD), K2 (RWD), andK3 (PLAY) are all 
momentarily energized in ~uch a way as to create a large torque, then Kl and K2 canceled 
after a predetermined time, after which normal torque in the PLAY mode is provided by K3. 

1. 	 Qll ~ 13 are the Relay Drive Transistors, each of which will be switched ON when a 
base current flows to allow a current from the +24V supply to flow to each relay, 

thus energizing them. 
2. 	 012 and Q13 are the Drive Transistors for Kl and K2, respectively. Kl and ' K2 are 

the F.FWD and RWD relays but when the deck is put in the PLAY mode, these are 
momentarily switched ON by the time constant circuit composed of C34, R71, R70 and 

R74. 

9.11.1 Motor Control in the PLAY Mode 

1. 	 U8-12 is an inverter and its output pin #12 will go to high logic level when the 

deck is put in the PLAY mode. 
2. 	 When output pin #12 of U8-12 goes to the high logic level, a base current will flow 

via R67 through transistor Qll, thus switching it ON to energize relay K3 . At the 
same time, base currents will momentarily flow via C34 and R71 through transistors 
Q12 and Q13, thus momentarily switching them ON to energize relays Kl and K2. 

3. 	 During the initial period of the PLAY mode, since all "relays Kl, K2, and K3 are 
energized at the same time, a lOOV A.C. current, which is higher than in the normal 
PLAY mode, will be applied to both reel motors from the transformer, one route being 
to the take-up reel motor via Kl-8, Kl-9, K3-5, K3-6; the other route to the supply 
reel motor via K2-8, K2-9, K3-2, and K3-3. 

4. 	 When Kl and K2 are de-energized after a predetermined length of time, the PLAY mode 
normal state voltage from the transformer 80V tap is applied to the take-up reel 
motor via R203, Kl-7, Kl-9, K3-5, K3-6; and 65V from the transformer tap to the 
supply reel motor via R204, K2-7, K2-9, K3-2 and K3-3. 

9. 11. 2 ~lotor Cont ro 1 in the F. FWD Mode 

1. 	 U9-10 is an inverter and its output pin #10 will go to high logic level when the 
deck is put in the F.FWD mode, a base current will flow via R69 and D7, thus switch
ing ON transistor Q12. 

2. 	 With switch ON of transistor Q12, relay Kl will be energized to apply voltages for ' 
the F.FWD mode to both reel motors. 
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3. 	 Thus, 100V A.C. will be applied to the take-up reel motor via Kl-5, Kl-6, K3-4 and 
K3-6; and 30V A.C. from the transformer tap to the supply reel motor via R205, 

Kl-2, Kl-3, K2-4 and K2-6. 

9.11.3 Motor Control in the RWO Mode 

1. 	 U9-8 is an inverter and when the deck is put in the RWD mode, output pin #8 will 

go to the high logic level, a base current will flow via R73 and 010, and transistor 

Q13 will switch ON. 

2. 	 With switch ON of Q13, relay K2 will be energized to apply voltages for the RWD mode 

to both reel motors. 

3. 	 Thus, 100V A.C. will be applied to the Supply Reel Motor via K2-5, K2-6, K3-1 and 

K3-3; and 30V from the transformer tap to the Take-up Reel Motor via R205, K2-2, 

K2-3, Kl-4, Kl-6, K3-4 and K3-6. 

9.11.4 F.FWO + RWO Mode 

1. 	 Since both K1 and K2 will be energized in the F.FWO and RWD mode, 100V A.C. is 

applied to both reel motors at the same time. 

2. 	 Thus, the same 100V A.C. is applied to the Supply Reel Motor via K2-5, K2-6, K3-1 

and K3-3; and to the Take-up Reel Motor via Kl-5, Kl-6, K3-4 and K3-6. 
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9.12 Output Select/Function Select 

A control signal for selecting the audio output is sent to the record/reproduce ampli
.-::---. 

fier from the System Control Unit by depressing anyone of the three OUTPUT SELECT 
buttons - namely, MONIT, NORM or INPUT. A feature of the control signal is that when 
the 	tape transport is put in either the F.FWD or RWD mode, if the NORM button has 
been depressed, the o~tput will automatically ~e switched to MONITOR, or if the MONIT 
button has been depressed, it ~i11 be switched to NORM. 

1. 	 Each of the three OUTPUT SELECT buttons - MONIT, NORM and INPUT - are 2 circuit 

switches. When the button is depressed, each circuit is shorted to the OV line and 
that circuit will go to low logic level. Also, as the other set of contact is 
connected to the ~athode of the Indicator LED's, depressing the switch will bring 

the cathode of the LED to OV, a current will flow and the LED lighted. However, 
one circuit of the two for the ,INPUT button, is usea to switch the control signal 
for either the encode or decode mode of the dbx Unit, and when the INPUT button is 
depressed the dbx Unit is made "to go to the ENCODE mode. 

2. 	 U24-10, U24-12 and U24-8 are the inverter IC's for inverting into high logic levels, 

the low logic levels produced when each of the OUTPUT SELECT button i s depressed. 
3. 	 U20-6, U20-8 and U20-12 are 3-input NAND gates which working together prevent any of 

the output from going to low logic level when two or more OUTPUT SELECT buttons are 
depressed. "only when anyone of the OUTPUT SELECT buttons is depressed will there 
be a low logic level from one output among the three U20's. 

4. 	 U27-12, U27-8 and U27-10 are inverter IC's and anyone of the U20 output selected 
by the OUTPUT SELECT buttons is inverted and output as a high logic level. 

5. 	 U26-3 is a 2-input NAND gate, and when the deck is in the F.FWD or RWD mode and the 

NORM button is depressed, it will switch the Amplifier Control Signal from NORM to 

MONIT, and also the head from Normal to ~'onitor. The timing and sequence of this 
control signal is shown in the Timing Chart, page 131. 

6. 	 U26-6 is a 2-input NOR gate which will put out a high logic level from pin #6 when 
the OUTPUT SELECT MONIT button is depressed or, when the tape transport is in either 
the F. FWD or RWD mode with the OUTPUT SELECT NORM button depressed. 

7. 	 U26-8 and U26-11 are 2-input NAND gates to which an approximately 100 mill i-second 
low logic level signal will be applied to i nput pins #9 and #12 when the OUTPUT 

SELECT NORM button is either depressed or canceled . Due to this circuit function, in 
accordance to whether U26-8 or U26-11 is selected, the low logic level indicating the 
selected mode will be output from pin #8 or #11 with a certain length of delay from 
the instant the OUTPUT SELECT button is depressed. 

8. 	 Transistors Q24 through Q28 are for interfacing between the Record/Reproduce Ampli
fier. Each transistor output is connected to their respective circuits in the record/ 
reproduce amplifier which are controlled by the low logic level signals from the 
transistors. 
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9. U21-6 is a 2-input NOR gate and its output pin #6 will go to high logic level when 
anyone of the OUTPUT SELECT button is depressed thus sending a mute signal from 
U23 to pin #4 of U21-6 or, when a POWER ON MUTE signal is sent to pin #5 of U21-6. 

This high logic level MUTE signal from pin #6 will then go through 024 to the 

record/reproduce amplifier to mute its line output. 


10. 	 On the output signals from 024, Q25 and Q26, ~lease refer to the Timing Chart. 
Each control signal for NORM, F.FWD and MUTE are transmitted to the record/repro
duce amplifier in these timing relations. 

" 

" 

l 
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9.13 REC/REPRO Amplifier 

[Refer to the circuit schematic for the Record/Reproduce Amplifier on page 9S at read

ing this item on the record/reproduce amplifier control functions.] 

The Record/Reproduce Amplifier of the Model 80-8 consists of the Signal Select Circuit, 

Reproduce Amplifier, Record Amplifier, I'leter Amplifier and the PEAK Indicator Amplifier. 
All Record/Reproduce Amplifiers are controlled entirely by the System Control Unit in 

the tape transport. The Control Signals from the transport are routed to the Signal 

Select Circuits in each rec/repro amplifier to put them in the modes commanded by the 

control signals. Since each reproduce amplifier is used in common with the NORMAL and 

MONITOR heads, the Signal Select Circuit will automatically select the proper head in 

accordance to the setting of the OUTPUT SELECT and FUNCTION SELECT buttons, and the 
operating mode of the tape transport. 

9.13.1 Signal Select Circuit 

This circuit is for controlling the operating mode of the record/reproduce amplifiers. 

A) 1'~orHTOR mode 

1. 	 US-3 is a 2-input NOR gate and when the OUTPUT SELECT MONIT button is depressed or 

when a F.FYID signal is received from the System Control Unit, either one or both 

pins #2 and #1 will go to low logic level and thus output pin #3 will go to high 

logic 1 evel . 

2. 	 UG-3 is an open collector type 2-input NAND gate and when the OUTPUT SELECT INPUT 

button is not depressed and the output pin of US-3 is a high logic level, then out

put pin #3 of U6-3 wi 11 go to low logiC level. 

3. 	 This low logic level ~Iill set the FET switch 01 to the ON state to allow the MONIT 

head reproduce signal to be output from the rec/repro amplifier line output. 

B) NORM mode 
1. 	 U4-6 is an inverter and when the OUTPUT SELECT NORM button is depressed, and a NORM 

signal from the System Control Unit is applied to input pin #S, then output pin #6 

wi 11 go to high logic level. 
2. 	 US-6 is a 2-input NAND gate, and when the output of U4-6 is at high logic level, and 

none of the FUNCTION SELECT button is depressed (in the SAFE mode), then output pin 

#6 of US-6 will be at low logic level . 
3. 	 U4-4 is an inverter for converting the low logic level output of US-6 to a high logic 

1eve 1 . 
4. 	 U6-6 is an open collector type 2-input tlAND gate, and when its input pin #4 is at 

high logic level with no F.FWD/RWD signal from the System Control Unit, then, out

put pin #6 wi 11 go to low logic level. 
S. 	 This low logic level will then set the FET switch Q2 to the ON state, and at the 

same time, by action of inverter U4-2, transistor Q17 will be switched ON to drive 

Kl, thus allowing the NORM head reproduce signal to be output from the rec/repro 

amplifier line output. 
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C) 	 INPUT Gode 
1. 	 U5-11 is a 2-input NOR gate, and when the OUTPUT SELECT INPUT button is depressed 


and when input pin #12 of U5-11 is at low logic level, its output pin #11 will go 


to high logic level. 

2. 	 U6-8 is an open collector type inverter, and when input pins #9 and #10 are at high 

logic level, its output pin #8 will go to low logic level. 

3. 	 The FET switch 03 will then go to the ON state by this low logic level and the line 

input signal will be output from the rec/repro amplifier Line Output. 

4. 	 U4-10 is an inverter, and when the FUNCTION SELECT button is depressed and the deck 

is thus in the READY state, its output pin #10 will go to high logic level. 

5. 	 U5-8 is a 2-input NAND gate, and when a FUNCTION SELECT button is depressed and 

furthermore, when a NORM signal from the SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT is applied to pin #5 

of U4-6, output pin #8 of U5-8 will go to low logic level which is then applied to 

pin #12 of U5-l1. 

D) RECORD mode 
1. 	 U4-l2 is an inverter, and when a REC D.C. low logic level from the SYSTEM CONTROL 

UNIT is applied to input pin #13 of U4-12, this will make its output pin #12 go to 

high logic level. 

2. 	 U6-l1 is an open collector type 2-input NAND gate, and when a FUNCTION SELECT button 

is depressed and in addition, a REC D.C. is applied to input pin #13 of U4-12, then 

output pin #11 of U6-11 will go to low logic level. 

3. 	 The rec/repro amplifier will then go to the RECORD MODE by this low logic level signal. 

9.13.2 REPRODUCE Section 

l. 	 K1-1 are the se 1 ector contacts for connect i ng the MON ITOR or NORMAL head to the 

reproduce amplifier, and the Kl select signal is output from the Signal Select Circuit. 

2. 	 Output from either the t~ONITOR or NOR~1AL head selected by Kl-l is passed through the 

step-up transformer Tl and amplified by the Reproduce Equalizer Ul-7 (IC1). Selecting 

of which equalization in the Reproduce Equalizer Ul-7 is commanded by the Signal 

Select Circuit. The output from Ul-7 is then set by the MONIT and NORM gain adjusting 

pots to about -40dB at the input pin #3 of Ul-l (IC1-l). passed through the analog 

switches 01 ~ 04. amplified to a level of -lOdB (0.3V) by Ul-l, selected for LINE OUT 

by the Signal Select Circuit, and output as an audio signal in either the INPUT, NORM. 

or MONIT modes. 

3. 	 01 ~ 04 are FET analog switches which will be switched ON when the gate is at about 

zero volt or switched OFF when at about 13 volts. 

4. 	 05 is the Meter Drive Amplifier which is set so that the VU meter will indicate zero 
VU when the LINE OUTPUT level is -lOdB (O.3V). 

5. 	 06. U3-11 (IC3). and U3-3 (IC3) comprises the Peak Indicator Amplifier which will 

make the LED located at upper right of the VU meter to light-up by a current from 

the +5V supply via the LED. R37 and U3-3, when the level is +lOVU. 
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9.13.3 RECORD Section 

1. 	 The LINE INPUT signal is split in two, and one is passed through the recording 

equalizer U2-1 (IC2-1) and then to the Constant Current Drive Circuit. 

2. 	 The other LINE INPUT signal is sent to the FET switch 03, in the reproduce ampli

fier, via R107, and when INPUT is selected by the Signal Select Circuit the LINE 

INPUT signal is output from LINE OUTPUT for m~nitoring the input signal. 

3. 	 The Constant Current Drive Circuit is a high output impedance circuit consisting 

of 08. og and 010 for driving the recording head with a constant current audio 

signal. The audio signal coming into LINE INPUT is equal ized by the previous stage 

recording equalizer, passed through this constant current drive circuit, the bias 

current added and then appl ied to the head. 

4. 	 K2-1 are the contacts for connecting the 

cuit or the reproduce circuit. rhe NORMAL 

amplifier output when 018 is switched ON 

is in the OFF state, the NORMAL head will 

i npu t. 

9.13.4 BIAS Section 

NORMAL head to either the recording cir 

head will be connected to the recording 

by the Signal Select Circuit but when 012 

be connected to the reproduce amplifier 

1. 	 A stable 100KHz bias signal of approximately 800mV p-p is constantly supplied to 

the BIAS M'PLIFIER from the 1'1aster Bias Oscillator in the System Control Unit. The 

100KHz bias signal passing through the emitter follower amplifier 011 and C36 is 

then constantly applied to the FET switch 012. 

2. 	 012 and 013 are the FET and transistor switches for selecting whether or not to 

allow the 100KHz master oscillator output signal to pass onto the bias amplifier. 

012 is for serially switching ON or OFF the signal and 013 is for shorting the 

circuit between the bias amplifier input and the zero volt line so that the bias 

signal is positively prevented from going to the bias amplifier in other than the 

RECORD mode. 
On the other hand, when a RECORD mode command comes from the Signal Select Circuit, 

012 will switch ON, 013 will switch OFF, and the 100KHz master bias output signal 

is ullowed to pass on to the bias amplifier input. 

3. 	 The Bias Amplifier consists of transistors 014,15, and 16. This circuit amplifies 

the master bias signal to apply an erase current and recording bias to the ERASE 

and RECORD heads. The 100KHz signal amplified by 014 is then bandpass amplified by 

the tc l k circuit of T2 and C41 to make a base current to flow in Q15 and 016. 015, 

Q16 ar~ T3 comprises a push-pull amplifier which amplfies by resonance of C43 and 

the T3 primary impedance reflected back fr om the head connected to its secondary 

winding, and finally output fr om the secondary of T3. Output level of the 100KHz 

si gnal is adjusted to 140 ' J 150V p-p by Rlll. 
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4. 	 K2-2 are contacts for switching ON and OFF the ERASE head with the bias amplifier. 

When the deck is put in the RECORD mode. K2 will switch ON by a signal from the 

Signal Select Circuit to connect the ERASE head with the bias amplifier. 

5. 	 Rlll and R1l2 are the adjustin'c1 pots, re"pectively, for tile bias ampl ifier input 

and the record bias. 
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9.14 Control of DX-8 from the tlodel 80-8 Transport 

Since the Model DX-8 is the Encode/Decode Switchable Type, it is automatically switched 

to either the encode or decode mode according to how each of the OUTPUT SELECT and 

FUNCTION SELECT buttons are depressed, and whether the transport is in the record mode 
or reproduce mode . 

9.14.1 Encode mode 

There are 3 conditions in which the DX-8 will go to the encode mode. 

a) All channels of the DX:'8 will go to the Encode r10de when the INPUT button of the 

OUTPUT SELECT buttons is depressed. 

b) Channels selected by ' the FUNCTION SELECT buttons only will go to the Encode Mode 

when the OUTPUT SELECT NORM button is depressed. 

c) Channels in the record mode only will go to the Encode Mode when the transport is 
in the recording mode. 

9.14.2 	 Decode mode 

The condition under which the DX-8 will go to the Decode Mode is when not any FUNCTION 

SELECT button and the OUTPUT SELECT INPUT button is not depressed. 

As previously explained, the condition at which the DX-8 goes to the Encode Mode is 

when the transport is in the Input Monitor Mode whereby the program fed to LINE IN 

appears at LINE OUT of the Model 80-8. On the other hand, the condition at which DX-8 

goes to the Decode Mode is when in the Reproduce Mode whereby the tape reproduce sound 

appears at LINE OUT. 

1. 	 U24-4 is an inverter to convert the U2G-8 high logic level output into low logic 

level and applied to pin ~2 of U25-3. 

2. 	 U25-3 is a 2-input NOR gate and its output pin #3 will go to high logic level when 

the OUTPUT SELECT MONITOR button is depressed or when the transport is put into the 

RECORD mode. 

3. 	 Q20 is the transistor for interfacing between the DX-8, and will be switched ON by 

the high logic level output from U25-3 thus allowing a current to flow from the 

+5V supply through the LED inside the photocoup1er IC4 via R23. 

4. 	 When a current thus flows through the photocoup1er LED in the DX-8 side, transistor 

Ql will switch ON to bring down to about zero volt the "make" contacts of the FUNCTION 

SELECT switches and the OUTPUT SELECT INPUT switch. 

5. 	 Under the condition of above Item 4. if anyone of the FUNCTION SELECT button is 

depressed, the Encode/Decode Selector Terminal of the dbx Amplifier PCB Assembly 

will drop to about zero volt and that particular channel will go to the Encode Mode. 

6. 	 Also, under the condition of above Item 4. when the OUTPUT SELECT INPUT button is 

depressed, the Encode/Decode Selector Terminals for all channels of the dbx Amplifier 

PCB assemblies will drop to about zero volt and all channels will go to the Encode 

Hade. 
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10. 	NORMAL AND MONITOR HEAD ALIGNMENT 
AND TAPE GUIDE ADJUSTMENT 

':" 
- I 

These heads do not require TILT, TANGENCY and HEIGHT adjustments after installation 


since they are precisely machined in these dimensions. However, AZIMUTH (phase shift) 


~ can be trimmed by two screws on the rear of the head. 


I) Head Installation Procedure 

1. 	 Loosen the two azimuth adjusting screws on rear side of the head so that the tips 


are clear of the Head Base Plate. 

2. 	 Install head onto .the Head Base Plate with the two mounting screws from the under

side of the Base Plate and tighten the screws. 


3. 	 Connect test equipments to the deck as shown in Fig . 1 for azimuth adjustments . . 

4. 	 Set Output Select 'button to NORMAL for the Normal head azimuth adjustment. 

5. 	 Thread the YTT-1144 Test Tape on the deck, then play the 10KHz (OdB) test tone. 

6. 	 Slowly rotate either one of the azimuth screw on the Normal head until maximum 

reading on the AC voltmeter, and minimum phase shift (900 or less) on the oscillo- ( 

scope, are obtained (see Figs . 2 and 3). 

If the specified phase shift cannot be obtained, withdraw this screw and adjust 

the 	screw on the opposite side until the proper phase shift is obtained. 

After the proper phase shift is obtained, tighten the other screw while observing 

the phase shift on the osc ill oscope . You wi 11 note that the phase will go off adj us t 

ment but this can be corrected by tightening the other screw. Alternately tighten 

both screws while maintaining the proper phase shift but be careful not to apply 

too much pressure. 

** Be sure the azimuth screw tip on one side is clear of the Base Plate while the 

other is being adjusted. 


** After the Normal head is adjusted for azimuth in the reproduce mode, no further 


adjustment in the record mode is required. 


7. 	 Set the Output Select button to MONITOR for the Monitor head azimuth adjustment, 


then follow the same procedure above. 


II) 	Tape Guide Height Adjustment 

Although the height of tape guides is the key to a correct tape path, it is not 

necessary to readjust them upon replacement of a head as they are precisely adjusted 


on the production line before shipment. However, should height adjustment become neces


sary un replacing of a \~orn or damaged tape guide, use of the proper Height Gauge is 


required (see Fig. 4). 


In case such a need arise, please contact the Service Department of TEAC Corporation 

of America or TEAC Corporation, Tokyo. 
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* Connecting diagram for head azimuth adjustment. 

Deck under adjustment Oscilloscope AC voltmeter 

\\ \\ \1\\\ 

00000000 H. in 
Chan. 1 

One of the oth~r channels (Chan . 2 to 8) Fig. 

* Phase shift patterns on the oscilloscope 

Fi g. 2 

Head base plate 

~~-----,~ 
\ 

Screws for azimuth alignment 
Fig. 3 

Height-gauge 

----
base plate 
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11.2 Audio Switching Control Signals 
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WARNING: 

TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD, 

DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPLIANCE TO 

RAIN OR MOISTURE. 


To ou r knowledge, a manual Ii ke this has never been 
done before, because the 80-8 has never been done 
before. It 's a tru ly unique machine in that the people 
who will end up using it will range from old-timers to 
new-comers. We ' re count ing on the fact that , regard
less of your level of experience , all of you have one 
thing in common : professionalism. 

It has long been our conviction that professionalism 
is defined by people and usage. It's not something that 
automatically materializes when a tape recorder has a 
lot of tracks, or costs a lot of money. In short, it's who 
you are and what you do w ith the 80-8 that make it a 
professional recorder/ reproducer. 

You'll notice right off that the 80-8 has no mic inputs, 
and that there's only one speed . These design deci
sions were made for specific reasons - we assume 
you ' ll be using the 80-8 for production masters , and 
therefore, have some sort of mixer. These are profes
sional products because we're assuming you'll be 
using them in a professional way. 

So, if you ' re really experienced with multitrack re
corders, if you 've been there and back again , you'll 
know preCisely which sections of this manual are per
tinent for you to read , and which you can skim or skip. 
If, on the other hand , you ' re just getting started with 
gear like this, please take the time to read it all . Thor
oughly. You 've made a significant investment, and 
we 've got some specific recommendations on how to 
get the most out of it. 
NOTE : There is a latch pos ition on the cue lever (see 
p. 3, it 12) . Do not leave the lever engaged when the 
transport is in either fast wind mode, or you wi II cause 
excessive head wear, and run the risk of voiding your 
warranty on the heads. 
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Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

R34 Resistor, carbon, 6800 5240167800 
R35 , 8.2Kn 5240170400 
R36 " , 12Kn 5240170800 
R37 " , 39011 5240167200 
R38 " 10Krl 5240170600 
R39 1.2Krl 5240168400 
R40 " . , 10KII 5240170600 
R41 " 1.2Krl 5240168400 
R42 " 10Kn 524017{)600 
R43, 44 " . , 33011, tW, ±5% 5180070000 
R45 " 47Kn 5240172200 
R46 , 3311 5240164600 
R47 " 120Kn 5240173200 
R48 , 1.2Kn 5240168400 
R49 2.2Kn 5240169000 
R50 4.7Kn 5240169800 
R51 " 180Kn 5240173600 
R52 470Kn 5240174600 
R53, 54 " 2.2Kn 5240169000 

,I R55 " 4.7Kn 5240169800 
,,_.)".J 

R56 68Kn 5240172600 
R57 33Krl 5240171800 
R58 " 680Krl 5240175000 
R59, 60 2.2Kn 5240169000 

R61 " 4,7Kn 5240169800 

R62 180Kn 5240173600 

R63 " 470Kn 5240174600 

R64 " 3.9Kn 5240169600 

R65 2.2Kn 5240169000 

R66 " 4.7Kn 5240169800 

R67 " 10Kn 5240170600 
R68 100Kn 5240173000 

R69 " 10Kn 5240170600 

R70 ., , 100Kn 5240173000 

All resistors &W. ±5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST 
System control PCB assembly
REV. 
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Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

R71 Resistor, carbon, 10Ka 5240170600 
II IIR72 33n 5240164600 

IIR73 10Kn 5240170600 
II IIR74 100Kn 5240173000 
IIR75 1Kn 5240168200 


R76 ,220Kn 5240173800
II 

R77 II • un 5240168200 
II IIR78 47Kn 5240172200 
II IIR79 220Kn 5240173800 
II IIR8!N33 1800 5240166400 

R84, 85 II " 18Kn 5240171200 
R86 , 27Kn 5240171600 
R8h89 4.7Kn 5240169800 
R9Ov98 1Kn 5240168200 
R99v1 06 II 1800 5240166400 

II IIR10h114 loon 5240165800 
IIR115 1Kn 5240168200 

II IIR116, 117 220Kn 5240173800 
II 01R118 1Kn 5240168200 
01 

IIR119 ,4.7Kn 5240169800 
R120 ,47KnII 5240172200 
R121 1Kn 5240168200 
R122 4.7Kn01 

5240169800 
IIR123 100Kn 5240173000 

R124 , 4.7Kn 5240169800 
R125 ,1 OOKn01 

II 

5240173000 
R126 4.7KnII I 

01 

:' 5240169800 
II IIR127 100Kn 5240173000 
II IIR128 , 4. 7Kn 5240169800 
II 01R129 100Kn 5240173000 

R130 " ,4.7Kn01 5240169800 
R131 100Kn 5240173000 

IIR132 .. J 4.7Kn 5240169800 
IIR133 100Kn 5240173000 

All resistors £W, :5% unless otherwise specified. 

PARTS LIST 
System control PCB assembly
REV. .~_ 
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Ref. No. Description Order No. Parts No. 

R134 Resistors, carbon, 18Kn 5240171200 

R135 100Kn 5240173000 

R136v 138 1800 5240166400 

R139 -lOOKn 5240173000 

Capacitor 

Ch7 dipped Tantalum, '25V, luF ... electrolytic, 50V, luF 5055454000 6043 1700 

C8 , 6,.3V, 47uF... 6.3V, 47uF 5054646100 6043 1920 

C9 Mylar, 50V, O.OluF ... Mylar, 100V, O.OluF 5054802000 6044 5370 

C10,"  .. , 0.022uF ... .. , 0.022uF 5054829000 6044 5390 

C12 dipped Tantalum, 6.3V, 47uF 5054646100 6043 1920 

C1:f\,24 Mylar, 50V, 0.0068uF ... Mylar, 100V, 0.0068uF 5054857000 6044 5210 

C25 .. , 0.022uF ... , 0.022uF 5054829000 6044 5390 

C26, 27 Polystyrene, 50V, O.OluF 5170312000 6044 7830 

C28 .. , 0.047uF ... Polystyrene, 100V, 0.047uF 5054827000 6044 5410 

C29 electrolytic, 16V, 100uF 5055457000 5055 4570 

C30 Mylar, 50V, O. OluF ... Mylar, 100V, O.OluF 5054802000 6044 5370 

C31 .. , 0. 047uF ... , O.OluF 5054802000 6044 5410 

C32 dipped Tantalum, 10V, 4.7uF 5054647100 6043 1900 

' . 
\.~;/ 

C33 

C34 

25V, 

10V, 

luF 

22uF 

5054689100 

5054650100 

6043 

6043 

1700 

1910 

C35 .. 10uF 5054648100 6043 1750 

C36v39 Mylar, 50V, 0.022uF ... Mylar, 100V, 0.022uF 5054829000 6044 5390 

C40, 41 dipped Tanta 1 um, 10V, 22uF 5054650100 6043 1910 

C42 6.3V, 47uF 5054646100 6043 1920 

C43",45 10V, 3.3uF ... electrolytic, 50V, 3.3uF 5055573000 6043 1970 

C46, 47 16V, 2.2uF 5054652100 6043 1710 

C48 25V, luF ... electrolytic, 25V, 0.47uF 5055493000 6043 1700 

C49 Mylar, 50V, 0.033uF ... Mylar, 100V, 0.033uF 5054824000 6044 5400 

C50 electrolutic, 16V, 100uF ... electrolytic, 10V, 100uF 5055457000 5055 4200 

C5h57 ceramic, 50V, O.OluF 5172336000 6044 0050 

C58 electrolytic, 16V, 47uF 5055401000 5055 4010 

C59 ceramic, 50V, O.OluF 5172336000 6044 0050 

C60 electrolytic, 16V, 47uF 5055401000 5055 4010 

C61 ceramic, 50V, O.OluF 5172336000 6044 0050 

All resistors 4W, !5% unless otherwise specified 

PARTS LIST 
System control PCB assembly 
REV. 
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Order No. Parts No. I JRef. No. Description 

C62 Capacitor, electrolytic, 16V, 47uF 

C63 , ceramic, 50V, O.01uF 

C64 electrolytic, 16V, 47uF 

C65, 66 , ceramic, 50V, O.01uF 
C67 electrolytic, 50V, 47uF 

C68 , ceramic, 50V, O.OluF. 
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5055401000 


5172336000 


5055401000 


5172336000 

5055458000 


5172336000 


PARTS LIST 
System control 
REV. 

5055 401 0 


6044 0050 


5055 4010 

6044 0050 


5055 4580 


6044 0050 
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Specifications. 
TAPE WIDTH 
FORMAT 
REEL SIZE 
TAPE SPEED 
LINE INPUT 

V2 inch 
8-track. 8-channel 
10W' maximum. NAB hub only 
15 ips 
-10 dB (0.3V) 

OdB = 1 V 

Impedance: greater than 20K Ohms. unbalanced 
LINE OUTPUT -10 dB (0 .3V) 

Load impedance: greater than 10K Ohms. unbalanced 
RECORD LEVEL oVU referenced to 3 dB above 
CALIBRATION 185 nWb/m of tape flux, adjustable 
SPEED ACCURACY ::±::0.5% deviation from 15 ips 
WOW AND FLUTTER 0.04% RMS (NAB). weighted 

::±::006 peak (ANSI) . weighted 
Measured with flutter test tape. 

STARTING TIME less than 0.5 sec. 
FAST WIND TIME 120 sec. for 2400 ft. of tape 
OVERALLFREOUENCY 
RESPONSE, SYNC 40 Hz-18 kHz. ::±::3 dB 
SIGNAL TO NOISE 65 dB weighted. 60 dB unweighted. 

referenced to 3% T.H.O. level (10 dB above 0 VU) at 400 Hz 
DISTORTION 1% at 400 Hz. 0 VU 
T.H.D. overall 3% at 10 dB above 0 VU 
CROSSTALK greater than 45 dB at 400 Hz 
ERASURE greater than 65 dB at 1 kHz. +10 VU reference 
POWER REO. 117V. 60 Hz. 200 W 
DIMENSIONS overall 17W' (W)x21 " (H)x12" (0) 
WEIGHT 761bs. 

Performance measured with Ampex 456 tape. 

Changes In specifications and features may be made without notice . 


A. THE WHITE PAPER. 
An informative 24-page booklet about the technology 
of tape recorders. Helps you understand bias and 
equalization, metering systems, and the important 
inter-relationships of the critical performance parame
ters. Free from your TEAC retailer, or direct from us. 

B. MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES. 
An excellent introduction to the equipment, controls, 
and techniques used in modern studio recording. 
Written by Robert Runstein, and published by Howard 
W. Sams & Co., Inc. Used as a text in seminars offered 
by and available through the Recording Institute of 
America, Inc., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 
10023. 

C. MODEL 80-8 SERVICE MANUAL. 
Available from TEAC for a nominal charge, it describes 
the electronics and mechanics of the 80-8. Complete 
with all schematics and diagrams. 

13 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 


PREPARATION 

• 	 BEFORE OPERATING APPLIANCE, read and understand all the following Safety Instructions 
as well as operating instructions in the Owner's Manual. 

• 	 HEED all WARNINGS and FOLLOW all INSTRUCTIONS - in these Safety Instructions, in 
the Owner's Manual, and on the appliance itself. 

• 	 RETAIN the INSTRUCTIONS for reference when needed. 

LOCATION AND HOOKUP 

• 	 Appliance should not be used near water or in areas of high humidity - for example, near a 
swimming pool or in a damp basement. 

• 	 Appliance should not be used near heat sources such as heat radiators, stoves, direct sunlight. 
• 	 Appliance should be located so that its position does not interfere with proper ventilation. 

Make sure that air vents on the appliance are not blocked from air by such objects as other 
appliances, draperies, walls, or carpets. 

• 	 Appliance should not be suspended from ceilings or walls except as specifically recomm:ended 
by the manufactu rer. 

• 	 Similarly, appliance should not be used with a cart or stand except as specifically recommended 
by the manufactu rer. 

• 	 Appliance should be used only on power line sources as indicated in the Owner's Manual and as 
marked on the appliance itself. 

• 	 If appliance requires grounding, or polarization of power source, follow instructions in the 
Owner's Manual for proper connections. 

• 	 If appliance is to be used with an Outdoor Antenna, be sure the antenna system is grounded so 
as to provide some protection against voltage su rges and bu ilt-up stat ic cha rges. Section 810 of 
the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA No. 70-1981, provides information with respect to 
proper grounding of the mast and supporting structure, grounding of the lead-in wire to an 
antenna discharge unit, size of grounding conductors, location of antenna-discharge unit, con
nection to grounding electrodes, and requirements for the grounding electrode. The example 
shown on the back is for an FM/TV antenna installation. However, the basic grounding circuit 
and conductor size will also apply to external AM antenna installations. 

• 	 The Outdoor Antenna should be located as far as possible away from power lines. 
• 	 Power supply cords of the appliance should be routed so that they are not likely to be walked 

on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying particular attention to cords at 
plugs, convenience receptacles, and the points where they exit from the appliance. 

MAINTENANCE 

• 	 Cleaning of the appliance should be done only as recommended by the manufacturer. 
• 	 In extended periods of non-use, the appliance should be unplugged from the power line source. 
• 	 Care should be taken so that objects do not fall and liquids are not spilled into the enclosure 

through openings. 
• 	 The appliance should be serviced by qualified service personnel when: 

A. The power supply cord or the plug has been damaged; 
B. 	 Objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled into the appliance; 
C. The appliance has been exposed to rain; 
D. The appliance does not appear to operate normally or exhibits a marked change in per

formance; 
E. The appliance has been dropped, or the enclosure damaged. 

SERVICING 

The user should not attempt to service the appliance beyond that described in the operating 
instructions . All other servicing should be referred to qualified service personnel. 

/ 
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GROUNO 

CLAMP 

ANTENNA 

;AO.IN WI\A~ 

ANTENNA 

GROUND DlSCHARGE\ TO 
WIRE UNITe RECEIVER 

'" 

a, b 

GROUND 
WIRE 

a, b 

:' GROUNDINGI: ElECTRODE DRIVEN 
:: 8' INTO THE EARTH 

(2.44 METERS) 

EXAMPLE OF ANTENNA GROUNDING AS PER 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE INSTRUCTIONS 

a 
Use No. 10 AWG (5.3 mml) copper or No. 8 
AWG (8.4 mm 2 

) aluminum or No. 17 AWG 
(1.0 mml) copper·clad steel or bronze wire, 
or larger, as ground wire. 

b 
Secure lead·in wire Irom antenna to antenna 
discharge unit and mast ground wire to 
house with stand·oll insulators, spaced Irom 
4 leet (1.22 meters) to 6 leet (1.83 meters) 
apart. 

c 
Mount antenna discharge unit as closely as 
possible to where lead·in enters house. 




